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ALliUQUEKQUfi.

VOLUME 20

NEW MEXICO, SATUKDAY EVENING, MAY 12, IJ)0G.

FIERCE ZULUS AMBUSH ENGLISH TROOPERS
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INVESTING

IN TO DEMAND

Egyptian Territory! Men There With Money
Which Sultan's Forces
in Banks Want to
Have Occupied
Buy Property.

All

EXTERMINATE

inr.

NOT READY YET
Demand

Will

Constitu

tional Government
With Modern

REBELLIOUS

ACCOMPANIMENTS

THERETO

Nearly Four Years Tribes, Says Governor Curry. Immense Enthusiasm Over
San Domingo lias Another
Commission
Reports.
Amnesty Demand For
Mild Revolution.
Boer War Claims.
Political Prisoners.

After

Constantinople, May 12. The Turk-- :
ish government .Jias accepted the le-mands of Great Britain conditionally,
and it is anticipate. ihl is only pre--1
liminary to a. complete' acceptance of
British demands regarding the Tabah
boundary quest i n.
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PRESERVATION
IN

RELICS

Chicago, Mar 12. F. S. Glbtw, ot
Porloa, for thirteen years ant etntdove
of tho Standard OH company, told
the ln4ierstato commerce ooni'inlssion
today of a numiber of "tricks in
trade," which the witness said are
used by salesmen and agents of the
Standard. He warned Ave towns in Il
linois where he (had, convinced cus
tomers by trickery that the oil sup
plier! ty the standard company was
superior, when as a matter of fact
wa Inferior to oil manufactured
by an Independent concern. He said
that agents were doing the same
thing today. "They
rebate,"
satd the witness, "brilie the people,
cut prices, aAdi substitute an, Inferior
quality or oil, and la fact, do anything to get the business and put com
petitors cut of the way.
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National Society of Colonial Dames Take
Active Part Smithfield Church Where
Legislature Met to be Restored.
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crats from all parts of the state are
assembled here to attend the Demo
cratic State Convention, which will
be held at Music Hall this afternoon,
for the purpose of nominating an Independent democratic candidate for
senator. Judge Frank E. Fltzsimmons.
chairman of the Democratic Stats
Central Committee, will call the convention to order and will probably ba
elected permanent presiding officer.
The movement which started some
weeks ago to oppose the reelection ot
Senator Wettmore resulted today in
democratic convention, called for the
purpose of nominating a candidate to
enter the field against Wetmore and
possibly against Col. Samuel Colt,
whose name has been mentioned for
the republican nomination for senator.
Prior to the opening of the convention
today It was generally conceded that
Col. Robert I. Goddard of this city
would receive the democratic nomination by acclamation,
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System Asks Franchise For Traversing Greater New York
at 100 Miles Per Hour Speed,
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DEMOCRAT FOR SENATOR
AS SUCCESSOR TO WITMORE
Providence, R. I., May 12. Demo
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Special to Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, May 12. Th
local press of this city published a
great sensation today that has set all
tongues
It is nothing less
than the announcement of an alliance
between the president and Senator
Penrose of Pennsylvania: in which
the president has agreed to Join forces
with Penrose, and to speak and other
wise work la the Pennsylvania campaign for the triumph of the regular
republican organization in that state.
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PAPER SKINNER
WILL GET OUT OF FIELD.
Milwaukee, Wis. Mav 12. John A.
Davis, general manager for the Gen
eral Paper company, today sent out
uie following letter:
'Thie General Ilaper company has
withdrawn from the field as a Belling
agency. All milU heretofore manu
facturing paper and selling it through
the General Paper company, will now
supply the trade direct, and all un
nlled or partially filled orders placed
with tho General Paper company prior
to this diate, will be filled by such
mills and invoiced direct. Tempor
arily, and until each mill can adjust
itself to tne new conditions, ell or
ders received by the General Paper
company will be turned over to the
mill .heretofore supplying the customer
TENNESSEE DEMOCRATS
giving such order.
VOTE FOR 8ENATOR.
Nashville, Tenn., May 12. For the
WATER IN RIVER
first time in the history of Tennessee,
democratic voters today are balloting
IS RATHER HIGH directly for United States senator. A
primary election, ia in progress alt
In running down the rumor current over the state to nam a enccesHor
yesterday 'to tho effect that the Ala to Senator Carmack. He la opposed
Robert L. Taylor. Inmeda dyke had broken, a represents by
atlve of The Evening Citizen found dications are that the veto will bo
the rumor to be entirely false. County large. Both sides claim victory.
Surveyor Rankin, who went to the
seene of tho reported lireak yester
ONLY A MASK"
day afternoon, stated that the water,
BY STELLA CORSELL
while somewhat higher than tisual,
wias not ot all swift ln current, and
that it had not yet reached the dyke, COPY OF ALBUQUERQUE SONG
nor wiaa there any danger of its doWRITER'S
LATEST
EFFORT
ing so unless something unforeeen
JUST RECEIVED AT THIS OFshould happen.
A representat ive of this paper made
FICE.
a tour of the river districts yesterday
evening and found tliat while the
The Citizen office Is in receipt of a
Rio Grande was spreading out and copy of the song, "Only a Mask" from
was sonidwhafc high, no danger of an the press of the Weber & North Music
overflow waa as yet apparent.
Pub. Co., Chicago, Written by Miss
At llareias the water vtw up 10 Stella Corsell of this city. The song
within several feet of the bridge, and contains as much truth as poetry, has
was spreading out over the lowlands a swinging waltz air that should make
In close proximity to the river's nann, It popular with musicians, and Is
but had not yet reached the dyke.
suitable for almost anv voice. The
At several othor places along the chorus is as follows:
river where observanions were taken "Only a mask, only a mask,
the water was found to bo very high, What Is it hiding; 'tis needless to ask,
but no signs of the annual spring Sorrow and pain, love gLv'n in vain.
fiOOd were in Sight.
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THRONE SPEECH

HAS BEGUN

TO BE AT ONCE EVACUATED
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AT FRISCO
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San Francisco, Cal., May 12. With- St. Petersburg, May 12. The feat
the past few days it is eal.l that ure of the second Boston of the lower
many new accounts have boon opened
today wa
with several commercial U.Uks ot 3ain th'eusw of i.rllment
Francisco by men from east who have frantic demonet ration la favor of anv
deposited sums ranging from $10,000 nesty. When among the mass of
upwards. Some are known to possess congratulatory
messages
from, all
large wealth. Others are supposed toiparl8 ot tnJ em,,rfre wero reftd, 8ev.
NO CONDITIONS CAN GO
,ci"rBC1" """"J cucma in I'dia-i(Tai from political prisoners who are
IN THIS SETTLEMENT. money centers, it Is evident that their t.xllts ln sil01.i
thft members, ex.
GROWS MORE ALARMING.
London, May 12. The foreign of purpose Is to make investments ,n
little group on the extreme
the
12. Physicians fice has not received advices that the San Francisco.
May
New
York,
right, rose ln a 'body and cheered.
SENATE COMMITTEE IN
Drawing up the draft of reply to
DEADLOCK OVER CANAL who remained in attendance at the Porte has definitely acceded to the
bedside of Carl Schurz, announced Hrltsh demand, but the. latest dis WAR OF EXTERMINATION
the sieech from tihe throne has not
vuHuiuBiuu, u. v...
IS PROPOSED FOR PULAJANES yet been completed.
this morninir that there was no im patches from Constantinople indicate
Tho reply will
senate I committee on
Manila, May 12. The following dls- - declare for a constitutional nuninarchy
in his condition. He is tlhat the sultan is preparing to accede
niim!llAII provemeut
J.n.llnnl. UH til" yutawwu
.
Ctd'Iiai:I.. IS 111 UtUVlV
.,!,, ill from a complication oi
has
Acting
been
received
from
Patch
with full parliamentary rigihts, rer
It is said at the foreign office that
there can be nothing "conditional" governor Linco, isiunu or samar: a sensible minlstery chosen from the
by the minority of the board of conhaving majority, full amnesty for political
l'ulajanes
dur- as tiie demands of Great Britain are band of twenty-fou- r
worse
occurred
A
turn
for
the
sulting engineers. There were two ing the forenoon end his physicians
five rifles and other weapons entered prisonurs, universal suffrage, equality
the irreducible minimum.
absentees, Gorman and Carmack. The announced
Inabangan today, killing one and
he was growing
that
Uio law, and the abolition,
of
inTennessee
latter telegraphed from
wounding seven residents, burning the death ipenalty.
6light hopes that he SULTAN SUBMITS TO
weaker
had
and
vote
for the would live throughout the day.
structions to count his
x
thirty-silooting
takhouses
and
and
WHAT IS INEVITABLE
type, which would have
ing over twenty-fou- r
as
residents
Caria. May 12. The Turkish gov prisoners. TroopB of constabularly,
CONTRACTOR CARNAHAN
made a majority against the lock MRS. JEFFERSON DAVIS
Taevacuate
agreed
to
has
ernment
canal desired by the administration.
CONDITION IMPROVED.
policemen and volunteers are pursuing
ypUa
In
places
all
other
and
bah
over
the
;t'he banil.
IS STILL ABSEN
After wrangling an hour
New York, May 12. Mrs. Jefferson
question of accepting the vote of
Davis, who is ill with la grippe, was
George Curry, governor of Samar,
hv
troons.
Sultan's
the
,
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the committee adjourned until reported to be slightly improving toi
who is here says all the residents
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Wednesday of next week.
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The vote today was as follows:
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ance of Ii li Carnahan, the contractor
FWfil AMD rflSTLY LUXURY i
Lawyers Meet in Providence.
For sea level Kittredge, Piatt,
yof extermination l:r the rebellious and builder,
. Tm
a
and the fact that ho left
Morgan and Taliaferro.
Providence, R. I., May 12. The
w
supported
natives,
which
by
the without first paying a large number of
with the
For lock type Millard, Hopkins, Rhode Island Bar Association met diclal Comuilssionrentrusted
UUTDryden, Knox and Simmons. An effort here today at noon at the Providence duty of allotting the funds set apart- ernor furry has received a cable mes- - bills.
Today, his whereabouts are still un
was made by Kittredge to vote Car-ma- county court house for the purpose by the imperial government for comv,.- - known and his creditors are unablo to
pensatlon lor war losses, etc., msi"'- but objection was made. If Car-ma- of holding exercises in commemora'
",B
several tele
locate him, although
should return to Washington tion of the death of Francis Colwell, now completed its duties, and its re- wlth the Pulajanes at Magtaon grams have been wired to officers In
before meeting on Wednesday, un United States Judge Le Uaron B. Colt port has been signed by the mem- recently.
towns south and north of this city in
doubtedly the decision of the commit- - delivered the principal eulogy and sev bers. The commission was constituted
the hopes of discovering his present
eral state judges also delivered brief in October, li2, and originally con-- I
tee will be in favor of a
whereabouts.
of Sir William Smith, one
UE lAIIltU
addresses.
canal.
the judges of the supreme court oj
on his residence on Granite
the Transvaal; K. K. Loveduy, B. J.j
Dl nH ALLIUtW I 'served
avenue between Third and Fourth
the Trans- KleinhanB, representing
,
!str(-olsand also on the household
vaal, and C. G. Rodolff, representing !MRS. ALBERT GRUNSFELD
MET tr.
i
f
nn.l Tniltv
the Orange Rover Colony, ln March,
vvnn rsinruL mioriAK YES- - placed ln charge.
1903, the personnel of the commission
was changed.
Sir William Smith) TERDAY AFTERNOON.
It Is also understood today that Ed
P. Simon who was bookkeeper for
ceased to act as president, and Major
Mclnery was appointed to the posl- -j
Mm.
Allx.rt
Orunsfold IntmwtMl Carnahan railed at liachechl & Glo
tion.
leaving
moniing
on her trip toi"'1" Thursdny afternoon and secured
this
During these three years the com- - Europe, but i detained here on ac- - flom Mr- Bahechl a check for $96
.
f,,p on n.. ,,lltlrin
..........
mission has had submitted to it for
t
wan yester- - I.iilnnni) tlim 1'artinhon
oi an accioent.
i""-"-consideration between 80,iwo and 90,- - iiuiuii
resmoiure ou
day. She was dusting some window I"11
uuu Claims, representing a iiui
r .llirtalll!1 at ,ht,r
Mr. Simon had
N(K H12 Wtw, noitli SitoikI street.
,
.
In f.
...
(Irnhnni Bros
i,
,
tlio rtii'i'l; rushed at
w 11'
I1
run
vijiju-7
addition to this the commission was! a. c.o.,11 ou'lnv on., ill inn c,
.... and yestenlity morning, when Mr. Ba
culled upon to deal with military re- ,)ri,litfl7;,.
1 uJ chechl discovered that Carnahan had
,he
ceip:s of a tee value or atoiu..ou.., ,,ru,sin r
out the day previous, he had
,wl.. ., mil, fa.. A u c'. skipped
llfo I.str.. bringing ill the sum total to ,,,,r wmu. miiiiniiiiiM,.
W. W. Veflellnn.
..... , cull
...
..... lu.i.Lkeener
fortunately,
ind
'
04, 500, tioi) lstr.
( ym ml nat i. m
he nl'oiif ill ner.,1 n,i it the NatiK aim stop payment on me
after
To meet this enormous amount, the twinea i,.r..i.en
Mr; C riniKf, l ,1 i, in check when presented for deposit.
British taxpayer provided, by way of bed
This was done and probably an in
t,
lint ihe 'mav be
free gifts. 9,ril0,0oo Itr. Of this sum leav- -todav.
Vi,,
law point will be involve
teresting
liniii..,!
,vi,nn,
Jamestown, Va., May 12. Several somewhat thinner than the modern 3,fi00,(MMi I.str. represented
the free r,ii- - ni.M.t
a suit be the outcome of the
i, ..re
should
,n
.r,.u
ir,,,,,
tin
e
iuter-ththousand visitors have come herewith standard bricks. These will be
gift or grant as provided fur under
to Chicago,
h.re(ie will visit transaction.
excursion of the Association for.spersed with ancient glazed bricks the terms of surrender,
while the
It is I, arued that Carnahan failed to
If w days here grand. laughter, Missi
the Preservation
of Virginia An- -j taken from some old wrecks of houses rest was made up of a grant of 2,i'U0,-i- h aReinj.
pay
the brick maker for the bricks
da
of
Grunsfehl,
:tcr
Mr.
and
tiquities, to visit the interesting his- - which will be bought for the purpose, mi Lstr. for the compensation ol
Id, .i f this city. used in the Itachechl addition, nnd
a Mrs. Alirod (iriiii
lorical relics with which Jamestown The new building will probably be, to British and foreign subjects;
and
Mrs f!rnnM.i oihcr materials used In the const rut
and surroundings abound, and to In- - a great extent, a copy of the bniith- - grant of 4.5imi.(ihk i,str. for payment On leaving C'hic;i
u,
In tloil. amiougn in. iiaciieciii iiii'i paui
and
will
visit
spect the site of the coming exposi- tielil church.
of military receipts mid gratuities to ii,o 1..1..1.1 rtlat
,.... ii,tr' enit
Carnahan. tile coiuracuir, in tun.
They swarmed through the
The interior of the present founda- "protected burghers
tion.
,K"
of the total.
:..
it i., roughly- estimated that Car- m
I m K CH.V,
ni ,e
ion in mei town all forenoon, and visited every- tions, with the remains of the church approximate! v 5,huu.ihmi Kir win Bli-'n
Mrs.
Alh.rt Risemeetiby her dau.i er.
wrimf ,ll,,ns
thing of historical Internet. Particu- in which the first legislature assem- portioned bv the commission
'
'
"
"
am
on
May 21,
"
lar interest was shown In the ruins bled, the old chancel and the tombs, claims in the Orange River Colony. !"TJ," an'l
"omi or tlu ( n.tllti i s h..,.e
a" w'll embark on a steamer for Fu4 1i mi nun
of the old Smithfield church, on the will be preserved intact. A flooring of while the remaining
Istr
i esire to aee h in lie- I'i'ent
-rope.
;nae
Na'
.mis,
granolithic or some such substance na ilixtriliiitpri to meet claims In the
iciii win visit her
site of which the building of the
.'
jail
bars.
hind
n;
Cevmany.
She will
her at Kdi'urt.
tional Society of Colonial Dames is to will cover mom of the space within Transvaal and the territory ceded to
the foundations, and rai!'-running Natal, but formerly a part of the!l,e a!,eiv from the I tilled State for ANOTHER REVOLUTIONARY
be erected.
f,
begun,
an,!
u
be
it
year,
aUmi
hut the
around inside will protect the ruins,
Before the building will
Transvaal.
MOVEMENT IN DOMINGO
will ivurn lo this counAt the last session of congress,
will be necessary to take down the
May
12. IU
W ishingion. I). C,
000
foundin
McKINLEY
try Hume time
was appropriated for a monument TRUSTEES OF
October. Mrs
shed and box over the
MEET, (i.'ur.sleld will carry with her a letter ports have reached the state d part
MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION
atlons, chancel and tombs. Arrange- - at Jamestown, provided a site was
The Association f.ir the
New York, May 12. The trustees of ;f lni n ductioii f' in the Rev. Man- merit nl anoiner oigauizen icvmu
ments have been made to begin the donated.
directed agalns
M. Preservation of Virginia Antiquities the National McKinley Memorial As- - i' ilarl, to the ni;'
Rome, asking an tii.i.urv movement
work in a few days. Kdniund
nnicn' t'.nd I'risldtnt Cureres
lady.
Tho BV(.n- - tlie
Wheelwright vt Boston, the eminent has offered for that purpose a site at sociatioii met here this morning a' audience wl h
Ii'imiiigo.
it Is understood
architect, who is to complete the the eastern end of i!s grounds, on a the Manhattan to receive the report of hi ; Olty wlsui s .'r- - OrutiKfold bon of
- high level point. If this offer is ac-e- d the
of Bono Kico is to le
ig
coinmitti e appointed for voyage across !:..
astern imiiu). that :h ,.
plans for this building, recently visiti
N'
cepted the fence of the A. P. V. A. can the jmrpose of raising a $.Vmih:i en- - ;.
W Mexico.
if jierations uiid it is
be a.a (iafl, petiM:.
Jamestown, and is very euthu-ias- - I're; blent Morales and
:i
tic about the work and thorough:)- ln- be moved a little wt lward and the dowiuetit tun an i t i transact other
are the leaders of
,lin, im
lielie
sympathy with the Ideas of the as- grounds be preserved Intact as at mutters in conned ion wi'h the erec- DON N ETTA WON JUBILEE
have
miv-iiInstructions
nn mm ial in
in.
HANDICAP AT KEMPTON. tb
siiciation for the Preservation .if Vii- - present. The proposed monument will tion ,f the McKinley
t
Kernpton I'ark been ,111
s
I.ond'm, May 1"
insular government u
Canton. Sculptor Chatles lleury
ginia Antiquities. The tower is, of l.e ,f an artistic and impressive
!:
'Ke ateps iii cessary to
It will be a reduced copy of
etiiiu loday the Poll. l:
was present and siilunit ted to it the spriiu r. n
not to be touched. The walls acter.
race for 3,0mm earrv e; t!ie neutrality laws, and
the trustees his design for the portrait great jubilee lum
are to be built with specially made the Washington monument in Wash-bric,.. l.een sent t j enforce
s.y lxiniietta, rid-- ,
In statue of McKinley, which is to ;.uid sovereigns, was
with Ington. and will be about 100
of a size to correspond
den by Maher, a n A:nerlcan Jockey.
alii
the bricks in the towr, whic.i are height.
at the entrance of the tomb.
sea-lev-

Combined With

ieneral Paper Company That Pennsylvania People Are
Skinned People Will Do
Voting On Senators in
No More Skinning.
Two Different States.

'

inter-ocean-

Tells of Ways

TRICKS

AND

BAILEY GROWS SAVAGE
IN ATTACKING
PRESIDENT
Washington, D. C, May 12. The

senate today again took up the rail
road rate bill and Immediately enter
ed upon the consideration of the re
maining Allison amendments, relating
to the jurisdiction of federal courts
over the orders of the Interstate Com'
merce commission. The first of these
pertained to the venue of courts and
provided that In cases where two or
more carriers were affected the venue
should 1e in districts where either has
its representative office.
Senator Bailey in concluding his at
tack on President Roosevelt today for
alleged surrender on the railroad rate
bill and the tariff question, said: "Let
us have no more here, or throughout
the country, of this talk of an iron
man. He is clay, and very common
clay at that
Carter defended the president
against this attack on him, saying
"No one familiar with the president
would charge him with cowardice, for
his record for courage is certainly un
excelled.
Replying to this Bailey repeated his
char
of inconsistency on the part
of the presk,ent charging that he had
faed tQ take poslUon on the raiiroad
rate question before election; that he
had failed to revise the tariff, and had
receded from the decision to call an
extra session of congress to take up
'
ARIZONANS STILL FIGHT
the railroad question. "I love a brave
AGAINST JOINTURE man and fighter," he said, "and the
Special to Evening Citizen.
president Is both on occasions," but he
Washington, D. C, May 12. The declared the president is without en
conferees on the statehood bill are ex durance and always allows the lead- pectlpg important
results Tuesday. ers of his party to swerve him irora
Smith and Murphy are still furiously his purpose. "May God save the
fighting to get New Mexico and Ari- - country from such a bill as we are
zona eliminated from the Mil as the getting." he concluded.
In roplv to Aldrlch he expressed the
conference shall finally report it. It
is doubtful, however, if they succeed. opinion that the bill as it stands In
The impression now seems to be that the senate is better than the bill that
the state of Arizona will le included passed the house.
Foraker
in the bill with the first
CONDITION OF CARL SCHURZ
amendment.

Standard President Said to Have

of

1

Bailey Scourges the President With Whip of
Thongs For His Compromise on the
Railway Rate Bill.

Washington, D. C, May 12. At the
meeting of the statehood conference,
to be held at the call of Senator Bev- eridge, chairman of the senate com-- j
mlttee on territories, the report upon
the statehood bill as far as Arizona
and New Mexico are concerned, will
be formulated.
The senate amendments to the bill
were practically disposed of in yesterday's session of the conference.
It is stated that an agreement has
been adopted whereby the Foraker
amendment, In modified form, will
prevail.
As modified, the adoption of the
amendment will give Arizona and
New Mexico statehood, if the people
of the two territories by vote at a
general election, agree to have those
territories become one 6tate. (The
foregoing would seem to Intimate that
the vote on statehood will be submitted to the people at the same time
with the adoption of the constitution
and the election for officers In the
new state. It also seems to Intimate
that the decision will lie with the ma- -jority of all the people in the proposed state, and not merely with a
majority of the people of Arizona. The
Citizen was unable to ascertain
whether or not this interpretation is
correct.

IN POLITICS

That Were Dark

SENATE COMMITTEE IS TIED ON TYPE OF CANAL
Senator

SENSATION

.

CONSPICUOUS

Employee

v;
Senate

WASHINGTON

GRAFT AGAIN

it

-

Next Few Days Ends Suspense

NUMBER 118

Mis-hau-

w.-i-

i

New York, May 12.

H. Hehr,

K.

the!

One of tho branches would run to
Coney Island, and for this road Mr.
Bohr now has an application pending
for a franchise from the junction of
Atlantic and Klatbu.sh avenues, Brook- lyn, out Fourth avenue and other
streets to Coney Island. At a recent

Inventor of a mono-rai- l
of
h.vsttin
rapid transit, Is now ln this city, agitating in favor of his plan of e.stab- lishing his system ln Greater New
York, with a view or solving the tratiB-- j
lKirtuitl :n problem, w hich is causing eo
much trouble to the authorities and
the citizens. According to thn inveu-.o- r
it would bo possible, with his tys-- j
tern, to haul passenger cars at an av- erage speed of Ml) miles an hour, and
the
thus reduce, by fully
fastest time 'made by expre,, lrais at
one-hal-

hearing before the railroad committee
the board of aldermen, Mr. liehr r,
fored to give tho city the free use
of his patent if the municipality would
build tho Coney Island lfne.
of-lo-

n,,.

f,

been endorsed

i,

Ty engineers

,,,,

i,OJ

In

his

rapid transit for New in k, which
' ,. ,
,tj
would bring all five boroughs and the '
uttermost parts of these boroughs in- ,
..
. .. f. ...v..
,
It,. u:ivu he
m
t.. nlitca ,,! in, un
on tho surface, underground or
either
conbegin
ready
to
the
capital
has the
as
line, and the car stradstruction of the system, provided he dlesanitelevated
as a rider does a horse. Both
can get the required franchises from sides
of the car hang far below the
the authorities.
thus lowering the center of gravAccording to bis plan.-,the line rail,
ity, so that It Is Impossible for the
would extend from Tot tenville through car to turn
over or to leave the rail.
the whole length of Stateii Island to
In practical operation on a trial
the Narrows, under the Nnrows by
tube to Fort Hamilton, thence through track, three miles long, at the Brus- llrooklyn to the Fast river near the sels Kxposltion, the Behr car main-Cit- v
Hall, under the Fast river by tallied an average Biieed of ninety
tube to Manhattan Island, up Manhat- - miles an hour, over a course of curves
Island bysiil.wiiy aud elevated to and straight track, and tho commls-- the Bronx and Kinghrldgc. According sion named by the British parliament
1() jhe inventor's
plans every point In which gave Mr. Behr a franchise to
any (lf the boroughs would thus be, build one of his roads from Liver- brought within fifteen minutes of Wall pool to Manchester, reported that an
street. Of course, there would be lat - average speed of 110 miles an hour
eral lines ami brunches, the whole could bo made with perfect safety,
line U
miles The Liverpool-Manchestsystem making about forty-si- x
k
now under construction.
mud.
of
.

A'nf
1

11

,

four-trac-

;

l"6.,!"

.
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her mother at the

Mrs. Rertsch Jolnod

TUC EVENING CITIZEN
MbM tatty Ml Weekly toy
Tl Citizen Publishing Company
WmtmmiUk TwMrJI,, far
tfc.
lulu
Mill m taal .Am. mMb.ttu.h

ranch.
She was about 23 years old and had
many friends In Trinidad, to whom the
news of her tragic death came as a
terrible shock. Mr. Bertsch was notified by wire. Her father Is living in
ftaton.

Kic0oaooxcKoao
BENT'S
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INSECT

DESTROYER

FIRE BUGS BURN
NORTHERN

Paper f Bernalillo County

ud

COMPANY

City of Albuquerque.

FIENDS.

OltMtchM.
City 14 C.aMy Circular.
Tk UriMt Nm
ClrttlaKt.

Fire at an early
morning destroyed
Mk
and much of the
lirywt Nrtr Mrnt Clrculitl.. Northern Coal and
Mine No. 4, located
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MEN'S

YOUNG

CHRISTIAN BUILDING
AT LAS VEGAS WILL SOON OPEN
FURNITURE WILL BE OF MIS
SION STYLE.
Unless present Indications go amiss

the handsomenew

Y. M. C. A. build-

ing erected last year at an expense
of nearly 25.0t.O will be opened by
the middle of June, says the Optic.
The cement swimming pool will be
finished within a few days and there
will be nothing left then but the inSomestalling of the furnishings.
thing like three thousand dollars will
be expended for furniture, which will
be entirely of the Mission style.
The swimming pool, which is being
lined with cement, is eighteen feet
wide and fifty feet long, with a slop
lng bottom from two and one-ha- lf
to
eight feet. The water will be heated
with live steam by means ofa perforated iron pipe which will extend
out from the deep end of the pool.
This pipe will lay on the bottom at a
depth sufficient to prevent any of the
bathers coming in contact with It
while swimming or wading. It Is
claimed that the water can be heated
In this way to any desired tempera-

ture.

A carload of furniture will be needed to fit out all of the rooms. In addition to the association rooms proper
there will be sixteen private sleeping
apartments for the accommodation of
members who have no homes of their
own. These private rooms will be
equipped with all modern conveniences. Handsome Iron beds will be
used instead of wooden ones and the
beds will have a black finish so to
conform with the other furniture. According to size and location these
sleeping apartments will be rented by
the month to members from $12 to $18
The Y. M. C. A. of Las Vegas will
be organized as soon as the building is ready for occupancy and an effort will then be made to start it off
on a
basis. There is
a pledged membership now of two
hundred and fifty and it Is expected to
add at least one hundred more names
to the roster with the opening of the
building.
W. J. Barnes of Kansas City will
be the secretary of the local Y. M. C.
A., and he Is expected to arrive here
on June 1. Mr. Barnes is at present
assistant secretary of the Y. M. C. A.
in Kansas City. He has the reputation of being one of the most active
association workers in the United
States and It is a feather In the caps
of the local directors in getting him
to take charge of the Las Vegas
v

The

building here will
be the equal of any In the southwest
when it Is thoroughly fitted out. In
addition to the natatorlum there will
be a modern gymnasium equipped
with apparatus of various kinds for
physical exercise. The apparatus for
the gymnasium will be ordered at
the 6ame time as the furniture. There
will also be a reading room, with
shelves filled with good books by
leading authors, as well as numerous
periodicals and newspapers.
The annual membership foe for the
local association will be $10. This
will entitle the members to all of the
privleges.
Y. M. C. A.

STRUCK

BY
,

LIGHTNING

AND INSTANTLY KILLED

SUCH A FATE OVERCAME
WIFE AT TRINIDAD.

YOUNG

if

Pri-mer- o,

or telephone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

35 cts. Per Pint

I

suspicion points strongly to two Mexicans, who were formerly employed
by the company, but recently
dis
charged.
This property employed about 250
men and the output of the mine was
vn) tons per day. All of tho electrical
appliances were destroyed. Much of
the other machinery, while badly
damaged, can be repaired for service
again.
This property was formerly owned
ly the Las Animas Coal and Coke
company, and was only recently sold
to its present owners. Work of re
building the destroyed property will
commence as soon as tne insurance
is adjusted.
Two hundred and fifty
men will be Idle for at least two
months. The flames were fanned by
a strong wind and the buildings and
property were destroyed before any
material aid could be secured. The
fire was first discovered by the night
watchman about 4 o'clock in the
morning. He immediately gave the
alarm, but the fire had gained such
headway, aided by the wind, that there
was no hope of saving the property.

DROPPED

SOLD ONLY BY

ALVARADO PHARMACY
Corner First St and Gold Ave.
and

THROUGH SHAFT

EAST RAILROAD AVE.
Opposite Reynolds' New Bldg.

X

5

KOHXiCatXaCHC00
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Painless
ALL

Extracting

WORK

...,50c $8

$6.00
$1.50 Up

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

F. COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
B.

ROOM 12,

MINER HAS FRIGHTFUL EXPERIENCE AT DENN
SERIOUSLY
HURT BUT WILL PROBABLY
RECOVER.

Narrow escape from death was experienced the other afternoon, by
Jack Flanigan, a miner at the Denn- Arizona. says the Bisbee Miner. He
fell Hlxty feet down the shaft with the
cage, lives to tell the story and will
probably get well.
Hanigan cot on the cage to go
down, giving the signal to the en
gineer. The latter In some manner
lost control of his engine, and for a
few seconds the cage descended at a
frightful rate of speed, control over
It not being regained until it had
fallen over sixty feet.
In the frightful down rush, Flani
gan managed to stick on, but at the
sudden stoppage of the cage he was
thrown against the sides of the shaft
and rendered unconscious. He was
brought to the surface and Dr. Brod- erlck summoned. The man was taken
to the Copper Queen hospital, where
he is reported to be resting conmar- atlvely easy.
Dr. Broderlck stated
that while the man Is seriously in
jured there is a good chance for his
ultimate recovery. His back was hurt
and many bad bruises sustained in
the fall. It was at first feared that
he was Internally injured, but on examination this was found not to be the
case.
Men well acquainted with mining
exonerate the engineer from anv
charge of carelessness, which might
be laid at his dool, saying that it was
an accident that might occur to any
one, and was entirely unavoidable.
Flanigan is a married man. with sev- chlldren.

Bernard 8. Rodey.
.
Albuauerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
Dusinoss pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the terrl-torand befote the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

32

N. W., Washington,

F street

Pensions,
ianas, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORN
Office Crom
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
D. C.

DENTISTS.

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms island 16, Grant block, over
tne uoideo Kuie Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
DR.

mall.

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. 306 Railroad
avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
pointments made by mall.
PHY8ICIAN8.
DR. R. L. MUST,
6--

N. T. Armljo Bldg.

Hlgh-Frequen- cy

s

n:

Sore Nipples.
cure may be effected Iiv mihiKIus
Chamberlain's Salve as mtm a the
child Is don,, numlnii. Win it .iff
with a soft cloth before allowing the
child to nurse. Manv traln.nl nnra
ue this salve with tho best results.
Pricw Z cents mr Ihix
Ki.M l.v Un
druggists.

d

a

Iiumler

Co.,

Rhodes,

Ariz.

JD Young mun to do ten- eTal store work in country store at
Bel en; must speak Spanish and be
atnave.
Address, S., care of Even

FOR SALE
tie family horse, new
aurrey, ruuot'r urea; large, new
refrigerator; new gas stove. 724
Last Railroad evenue.
FO R S A LE A largei zeTTrefrlgor-ato- r.
cheap. Call at 411 South
Arno street.
FOK SALE Good business property,
two lots on West Railroad avenue.
Inquire at Flench Bakery.
FOR SALE All lots in Coronada
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
FOR SALE
General merchandise
store with ealotn In connection.
Good paying business, established
sixteen years. Store, 25x50 feet,
and warehouse 15x60 feet This
stock is all new and clean. Rea- son for selling, going out of business. Address, J. W.. The Citizen.
LiS
FOR-SAA large mercantile busi-nesenjoying a most excellent
trade, and controlling business for
a large scope of country; or will
sell half. Can engage in the sheep
and cattle business; also gristmill.
Good bargain for some energetic
man with from $6,000 to $8,000 to
invest Call at The Citizen office
for particulars.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
TO EXCHANGE I have :ome ranches
to trade for city property. T. L.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
McSPADDEN The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
300 South Broadway.
TO EXCHANGE I have property la
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 south
Broadway.
G-e-

Citizen.
ED Branch managers:
I2i
oeen. weekly. Live at home. Ex
iperience unnecessary. Na canvass
ing. Enclose stamp, for particulars
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld
Minn.
WAiNiu;ij uood men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran
teed for three years. Innuir Abra.
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
wan 1 EI
EnergtKic. trustworthy
man to work in New Mexico, repre
senting large manufacturing com
pany. salary', $40 to $90 per month
paid weekly;
expenses advanced
Address, with stamp, J. H. Moore,
Albuquerque, N. M.
MALE HELP WANTED.
FOR EXCHANGE.
ANY PERSON willing to distribute FOR
EXCHANGE One
Columbia
our samples; $20 weekly. "Empire
graphaphone, good condition, 24
4 Wells St., Chicago.
records, for good photograph camWAN! hi) Good men, any number
era. 206 Silver avenue.
for rock work; southern Arizona
"PERSONAL"
PROPERTYLOANS
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran
teed Tor three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite roomln house
On Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Horses
WAN ikD Clerk in department in Wagons
and other Chattels: also on
Washington, D. C. wishes to :ar SALARIES
WAREHOUSE RErange transfer with civil eeiwlce CEIPTS, as AND
employe In New Mexico or ether as $200.00. low as $10.00 and as high
Loans
are quickly made
dry, healthy climate; outdoor or
and strictly private.
Time:
One
Indoor work. Salary, $1,200, but
to one year given. Goods rewill exchange for desirable place month
main In your possession. Our rates
paying less. Address, Box 100, Care are reasonable. Call and see us be
Kvening Citizen.
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
SALESMEN WANTED.
WANTED Capable, salesman to cover bteamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
New Mexico with staple line; high
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
commissions,, with $100 monthly
SIS West Railroad Ate.
advance. Permanent position to
PRIVATE OFFICES.
right man. Jess. H. Smitlt Co., De- Open Evenings.
wort, Mien.
.
OAT TnT.T
n
GROCERY
Bjiuu.oin..s
cjcptTiencea
in any
line, to sell general stores in New
AND MEAT MARKET
Mexico; an unexcelled specialty
FOR SALE.
proxsition. Commissions and $35
weekly for expenses. The ContiBuilding for sale or rent.
nental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
FOR RENT.
ton RENT Modern,
brick
A PAYING PROPOSITION.
nouse; range and water. 737 South
Edith street.
OR RENT Five room furnished
PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
110 West Gold Avenue.
house; piano, bath, and all modern
conveniences.
Rent
reasonable.
903 Forrester Place.
work and conveyancing.
FOR RENT Two laree furnished Notarial
iront rooms, suitable for two. 416
South Third street.
BIDS WANTED
FOR RENT A five room brick house,
The city of Albuquerque intends
between Fourth and Fifth, streets,
on 'Iljoraa avenue. Apply to 422 erecting on Its property at the corner
Tljeras avenue.
of Second street and Tljeras avenue
y
building for city purposes
'OR RENT Furnished
rooms, with a
or without board, at the Roosevelt including city hall, office rooms, jail,
House, 309
West Railroad avenue. fire department, etc.
The building is to be one hundred
Under new management.
Miss F. feet
by one hundred feet facine Sec
Moore.
street and Tljeras avenue and to
FOR RENT Nice furnished rooms. ond
be built of cement blocks or Dressed
with electric lights and bath, for brick
trimmed with cement blocks. It
light housekeeping and sleeping Is to have
elevated ornamental roof
purKses. Inquire at. corner of with clockantower
in
and hose
Railroad avenue and Fourth street. tower in rear. Fire front
department of
Over hardware Ptore.
said building Is to be in rear, en
'OR RENT
For clubs, parties, etc.. trance on Tijeras avenue and Is to be
St. John's Guild hall,
furnished. thirty feet in width by total deDth
F r terms, apply to Mrs. A. A. of building one hundred feet, both up
Keen. Tenth street and Tijcras
stairs and down. Basement to be under as much of building as may be
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
ou neeueu.
Building to be heated bv steam.
tage of threo rooms, wit.h piano and
shade trees; large yard, etc. Also, Plumbing and heating to bo included
three room flat, with piano, ready in figures of cost of buildinc.
Sketch plans embodying the above
for housekeeping; cheap for summer. 524 Jchn street, cast end of with estimates of cost, arc invited.
Cost
not to exceed $30,000.00. To
viaduct. Mrs. E. K. NoitIs.
be in the hands of the chairman of the
FOR SALE.
building committee not later than
Oil SALE Two sets ol snelvlng noon, Juno 1, 1906, provided the same
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
shall be done free of expenso to the
counters; one thirty-foo- t
counter. city, tho city council reserving the
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
right, either to purchase complete de
SELL, RUNT OR TRADE iist your tail plans of the successful designer,
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300 or to place tho successful designer in
full charge of the construction of said
South Broadway.
R SALE
Fresh Jersey cows, at building, or to reject all plaus sub
Kelly's,
f
five and
miles mitted, as it may seo fit.
A general Idea as to what will be
south of city.
required
in the way of rooms, vaults,
OR SALE Small stuck 'merchandise
steel cells for jail, etc., may be had by
nt a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300 calling
ou the undersigned.
South Broadway.
JOHN S. HEAVEN.
OK SALE lu.oou raucn at a barChairman of Building Committee.
gain; will take small property In
May 10. 1906.
excliancp.
Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden. 303
"When you were a bov, paw, did you
ttevifl- - run away to a ball game?"
o'ith Broadway.
"No, my son. I not only never 'did
FOR SALE OR TRADE a good bus!
such a thing, but I never thought of
ness for city property. T. L.
such a thing."
30 South Broadway.
"Humph, I guess your father must
FOR SALE A hanusome HarSniau
piano, in fine condition and almost have been a fuu who always took you
iw, at a bargain. For partlc-j-lars- . with him."
rail at this office.
FOK SALIC a drug stoiv in good lit
'le town; a snap. T. L. McSpad-'I'ti- .
and CURE the LUNC8
;;mi South Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you inWITH
I have some
terested in mines?
aid t i,e Kood deals. Talk with
Ine T. l, McSpadden, 300 S. BroadJnR
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Dr. King's

way.

Ar-ni- a
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SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

!iji oil

Mmim

Extends to Depositor

nfjciiPrinTinu
OUGHSsnd
OLDS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
pre8ldent! w- - s- - Strickler, V. P. and Cashier;
SOtLtLY,NA'
W.
JOHNSON, Asst Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. BsJdrldge
Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot O. E.
Cromwell
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHhJON, TOPEKA

A 8ANTA FE

FIRST NATIONAL

Barest and Cu:a.'3i Cure lor nil
THROAT

and LUNO TKOUB-o- r
BACK.

KONtl

II

RY.

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. 11
Office
m.

w.

n.

.

and Director.

flournoyt!t.
TT4A;'rLV
uiMULUB

:: :

.;.:v;vr.rrJr?id2J

""

Assistant Cashier
Director

fj.

.

'
......... $800,0OJM

DEPOSITORY.

iJiSJS--

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Cpltal, Surplus and Profit

$350,0OO.C0

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa

re

Railway Company

lOOl
YOUR ACCOUNT
S

IS WELCOME

AT THE

National

fcStote

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

BamHi

M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention
and business
courtesy, the account will warrant We take every precaution
to
guard the interests of our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of itsentrusted
officers.
DIRECTORS.
O. N. MARRON.
WM. FARR.
J. A. WEINMAN.
I. A. DYE.
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

"OLD RBLIABLE"

3
8

ESTABLISHED 1(71

L. B.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N. M.
A MODEL

"Fr

mm

is a most essential feature of the
model house, as it is a necessary comfort to any home. Better put money
In
perfecting the sanitary system,
thereby insuring the heallh and comfort of your family, then spending it
for fine furnishings.
The plumbing
systems adapted
by the
Standard
Plumbing and Heating company aro
absolutely perfect.
Meet every requirement at moderate cost.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city. ,
Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

.T.

Colo

C. BAL.DRIDGJS

-

PAINT
IU5LNG I APhR
Alwsyi in
Covers more, looks best, wears Bl
tiloek'
''aster, Lime, Cemnt,
longest, most economlac 1, full
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
nieabine.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
S

Co.

Red 284; Auto-

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SIIERMAN-WIU.IAM-

s

BATHROOM.

Standard Heating & Plumbing

vs.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

Pries
0e &S1.G0
Free Trial.

S

every proper Accommodation, and
Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Discovery

Nov

FDR I

ON

MB9SCP9t Mm?

one-hal-

KILL the COUCH

ALLOWED

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Faclliti es.

two-stor-

Mountain of Gold
could not bring as much happiness to FO R S a f. E 7iiTtRADK 2 rootnlni
houses T. L. McSpadden, 200 Soitth
Mis. Luclu Willie, of Caroline, Wis.,
Broadway.
s did one 25c box of Bucklen's
SalvC, when it completely cured FOR s I .E A
double-ba- r
a running ore on her leg, which had
relc i. l:: gauge shotgun; bran new
never has been used; one of th
tortured her 23 long years. Greatest
best niakes. Call at The Citizen of
antiseptic healer of Pile. Wounds,
ce fur particulars.
and Sores. 25c at all druggists.
A

INTEREST

Money to Loan

five-roo-

Office,

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
Fortunate Missourians.
"When I was a druggist, at Livonia. in attendance. Both 'phones.
Mo.," writes T. J. Dwyer. . now of
CK. W. G. SHADRACH,
Graysville, Mo., "three of my cus
tomers were permanently
cured of Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
consumption by Dr. King's New Discovery, and are well and strong today. Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
One was trying to sell his property lines. Office, 313H West Railroad
and move to Arizona, but after using avenue. 9
to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
iew Discovery a short time he found p. Hour:
ID- it unnecessary to do bo. I regard Dr.
King's New Discovery as the moat
UNDERTAKER.
wondtrful medicine in existence." Auto.
'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
Surest Cough and Cold cure and
A. BORDERS,1
Throat and Lung healer. Guaranteed
Club
Building, Black
by all druggists.
50c and 11. Trial Commercial
and white hearse, $5.
bottles free.
ARCHITECTS.
BETABELES EN EL
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
VALLE DEL RIO ARKANSAS ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
SE NECESITARAN MUY PRONTO
LAND MATTERS.
TRABAJADORES PARA EL DE- SAIJE Y CULTIVO.
H. W. 8. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
Se cult I varan 15,000 acres do
703 West Silver avenue.
Will attend
para la AMERICAN
BEET to matters before the land office
SUGAR COMPANY, .por los seml.ra-dore- s
CIVIL ENGINEER.
en la veeinidad do Lamar.
Prowers, Las Animas, Rocky Ford.
J. R. Farwell,
Manzanola y Fowler. Se necesltaran
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
denes do hombres y muchachos para
trabajar en los canipos de betabeles.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Los sembradores pajaran 15 centavos
po rhora a los que trabajen por dia,
Thos. K. D. Mrddleon.
pero seiia preferlhle cunratar
t
por Office with W. B. Childers, 117
acre, pues, ki.s contratos resultan mas
uoia avenue.
reniuneratlvos para los trabajadores.
VETERNINARIAN.
Iaih trabajadores se allme:nan a su
propia cuetita. B trabajo prlneiplara
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
a fines de .Mayo. Para informarse en
Office, 424 North Second street.
detalle escriUmse a la AMERICAN Plumes Auto., 311: Colo., Black 35.
BEET SUGAR COMPANY, Lamar, Residence 'phone, Auto,, 747.
Colorado.
Trabajadores boIutos o
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.
minimis llegando al valle aproximad-aineiit- e
el dia 20 de Mayo, procurarau
A. L. Morgan.
tamliien trabajo ventajoso.
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
AMERICAN BEET SUGAR CO.
TOR AND P.UILDER.
Estimates are
Rockv Ford, Colo.
cheerfully furnished: Job work solicAMERICAN BEET SUGAR CO.
ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
Lamar, Colo.
Wit North
Second street, Albuquero
que. N. M.
Deaths from Appendicitis
decrease in tho same ratio that the
uso of Dr. .King's New Life Pills InWILLING HELPERS.
creases. They save you from danger
What's the use of a helper, if
and bring quick and painless release
he Isn't willing? Willingness is
from constipation and the ills growan ample mantle which will al- - I
ing ut. of it. Strength and vigor al
most cover all the sins of serv- wiyn follow their use. Guaranteed
ice. But a classified advertise- by all druggists. 25c. Try them.
went in The Evening Citizen Is a 1
willing helper that is not only
Notaries Pu?ic Appointed.
absolutely competent, but also is
Tin; following notaries public have
a willing worker. It works all V
been appointed by Governor Hagcr-mathe time for you. It Is the best I
J. L. Pritelmrd .Moiiiit;.inlr V and most
publicity in I
Torrance county: llernlce Simlm. A. if the world. economics!
tec, San Juan count v.
1
(M 1t (
)
A

WANTED.
WANTED
Girl for Eeneral house
work. Mrs. O. N. Mnrron, 610 Kele-he-r
avenue.
WANTED A dulrv hand: alsn n
windmill and tank, at 1500 South
Broadway. Highland Dalrv.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 515 South Fim street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
call. R, J. Swccnev. nronrletor
Comm-ten- t
WANTED
a.nd office man for position in country. State references and experience. Postofflce box 351.
WANTED Teams, for logginz and
lumber hauling, at Maine. Ariz. For
particulars, address the J. M. Den-nliKo-kt'f.i-

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

DOWN

beta-bele-

Struck by lightning and instantly
killed was the terrible fate of Mrs.
Matilda Burtsch, the young wife of
v.uiihiumer
risen, until recently a
well known business man of Trini
says
dad,
the Advertiser.
The fatal accident occurred at her
mothers ranch, four miles above
and few details have been
learned here. Mrs. Bertsch was at the
ranch with her mother. Mrs. Anfensr.
A ranch hand who was hurrying to
me nouse to get out of the storm,
which was particularly violent around
Primero, was practically an eye witness to the tragic event.
The bolt struck the roof of the
house, followed a partition down, and
struck Mrs. Bertseh as she was seated reading. The lightning set fire to
the house and tho ranch hand extinguished it. Death came to Mrs.
Bertsch almost Instantlv, It is understood.
Coroner James O. Espey was notified of the accident, and left for Primero. It is not likely that an Inquest
will be held, however.
Mrs. Bertsch was married to Christopher Bertsch at the home (,f Mr.
and Mrs. George Apfe, then Mr.
Bertsch's business partner.
about
three years ago. She was a Las Animas county girl, as she had lived here
with her mother some time prior to
her marriage.
They had one child, a boy, now
almut two years old.
Mr. Bertsch came hero from Victor, where ho is now again located.
He had been In business there about
ten years, with his brother, but the
altitude was too high, so he came to
Trinidad, and bought a half Interest
In a bakery business with Mr. AM,
at 425 North Commercial street. This
partnership continued up to the firi-- t
of January hist, when Mr. BertscU
sold his Interest to Mr. Apfe! and returned to Victor to conduct a grocery
and meat business for his brother.

NEW MEXICO

capital and surplus, $100,000

Tele-- i

Kr(kph

I iiln
Trrmi AfrnlliitKanalni. A
loss of some $:55,Oiio, which is only
kr
faar
imruujiy covereu oy insurance.
Tho cause of tho fire Is unknown.
Dmlly by Carrier, 60c per month Some
of the employes think that the
fire was started from sparks falling on
Brawnta Crrnn will ba dallrarad tn th
Tn
Mr at tka law rata af M canta par waak. a far to tne roof
Ihere is a growing feeling
aaaai pm Mau. wbaa paid Mfithiy.
however, that the fire was tho work
ilTirtlitsg titei Midi
oi Application of an Incendiary, and It Is said that
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ALBUQUERQUE

Union or Postal
n
O N E the W(tern
offlc
Clrr-for an K
T messenger
boy, and send your ad with the cah to The Citizen office,

house,

tramway of the
Coke company, at
at Boudhcad, four

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO. J

Per Word Insertion

mony li

hour Wednesday

the power

BANK INSTITUTIONS

11

snd you can rely upon It. as we have not failed before, thst your
not thrown sway. We bve lo rented hundreds of houses
hy our wsnt sd, as well t sold nearly everything we have advertised through them.

INSTANT DKATH TO
ALL KINDS OF
INSECTS.

COAL
AND
COKE
VICTIMS
OF FIRE

M Fnm After..

Urpit

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KTND
If so, we can seccr c ft for yog by a small
want ad. In TI)B Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

VALUABLE PROPhRTY
OffleiaJ

MAY 12, 1906.

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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WAR FLAGS
How Charity WorK Was

Present Prices

Agreeably Rewarded

of Lots in

By Hostess.
r

theatricalTrust formed
Will Have

of

as Starter Capital

H

Umr worst t y

Than Thirty
Million Dollars.
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More

Paris, May 12. General Nlox, the
director of the French, Army museum,
has been authorized ly the government to compile a historical and, de
scriptive cataiosua of the flags taken
la battle from the enemy by the
French army, and, If possible, to collect them under one roof. At present
these trophies of French military
glory are widely dispersed.
Few belonging to t'he Napoleonic
era are left, most of them having
been destroyed in 1814, to prevent
them from falling into the hands of
the allies, then marching on, Paris.
There were at that time hanging in
the Invalided over 1,400 flag captured in the vara of the revolution
and the First Empire, of which 280
were Prussian. Today only about 100
of these remain. Including 60 Spanish
60 Austrian, mostly taken during the
Austerlltz campaign, one Italian, one
Turkish and seven British. Of the
treasures
of the Invalldes captured in
more ' recent times, 1,200 come from
Algeria, 44 from Mexico and 10 from
Tonkin.
But, more highly prized than .all the
rest, are two German colors, those of
the 15th Prussian Infantry and the
They
61st Pommeranlan Regiment.
are few to show against the 50 or
more French standards hanging in
Berlin, hut old soldiers of "70" will
proudly point to the fact that these
two flags were taken in hand to hand
fight on the field of battle, while the
captured French flags were spoils of
.surrender. The first of the two precious flags were captured hv Second
Lieutenant Chabal, of the 57th foot,
at Rezonvllle, and the second by a
young Savoyard franctirour In the last
battle lefore Dijon.

Then Look at Them Again in

i

--

Y. M. C. A. OF STATE OF
MAINE IN SESSION
Portland. Me., May 12. The thirty-

the
convention of
Youne Men's Christian Association of
Maine opened (here today under the
most auspicious conditions. The at
tendance is unusually large and every
district In the state Is represented by
delegates. The local Y. M. C. A. has
made elaborate preparations for the
reception and entertainment of the
visitors and has arranged a highly
interesting program for the conven
tion. The convention will last three
days and the program will embrace
a number of interesting entertain
ment features. The list of speakers
who have promised to dellved ad
dresses before the convention in
cludes Prof. A. W. Anthony of
ton; C. M. Copeland of Montreal; the
Rev. G. W. Hinckley of Hinckley, Me.;
J. S. Tichenor of New York City; J
O. Smith of Bar Harbor; C. T. Will
lams of Montreal: Clayton S. Copier
of New York; John It. Boardman of
of
New York; Dr. F. N.
Snrinirfleld. Mass.: A. B. Merrltt of
Portland, and many others. Governor
William T. Cobb of Rockland will deliver an address at the banquet tomorrow evening.

the ever popular Eton or bolero suit, a half yards wldq, was a band of the
The waist
are all extremely fashionable, made cross stitch embroidery.
was shaped to the shoulders with the
up in white linen.
costume in em- little tucks, and opened over a shirred
A natty
broidered dotted linen had its skirt mull tuckec In bib effect, outlined with
the cross stitch, while from the yoke
made with eleven gores having
tucks stitched to flounce depth, to the waist was a panel of the same
and turning from the front, while the width and apparently a continuation
fullness of the skirt was added to of that on the skirt. The sleeves were

NEW YORK FASHION LETTER

New York. May 12. In the old- fashioned story book the hero usually
discovered hl Princess Beautiful m
in a
in some sylvan spot dressed
simple muslin frock." Now to me
masculine mind, "simple" and "Inexpensive" are synonomous terms;
but alas, for masculine Ignorance, in
reality the truly "simple muslin
and the
frock" is a costly affair;
simpler it is. the more expensive it
Is likely to be; therefore, the young

THEATRICAL TRUST 18
WORSE THAN SYNDICATE.
New York, May 12. It Is rumored
in well informed circles that plans
are on foot for the formation of a
theatrical combination on an enor
mous scale, with a capital of more
than $30,000,000. The firm of Klaw
& Erlanger figures conspicuously in
the proposed plan, and Al Hayman
who is now on his way home from
Europe, will be an Important factor I
in the formation of the combination,
which will include the present theat- rical syndicate, several large vaudeville interests, and western theatrical
corporations that are not now allied
with the trust.
Independent managers who are now
fighting the syndicate, needless to
say, will not be affiliated with the
According to one of
new enterprise.
tile promoters, the scheme has been
maturing for several years, and is not
designed to crush any of the independent theatrical firms now doing business. It is being organized to gain
greater economy and efficiency in
handling the enormous volume of business detail connected with managing
and booking. It will be arranged on
a corporation basis, in which each of
the members will continue to be
identified with his present name and
interests. Each individual will be
protected as to his own portion of
the common pool. It has not yet been
decided where the central office of
the new trust will be.

fourth annual

SIX MOMTHS

COOL FOR SMALL WOMEN

ness of the body of the gown is gath- x lie nun i le-in duil iuiub au
ends in a deep, full, stralgt edged
sweep
length.
The short,
flounce In
full sleeves were tucked above the
elbow, finished with a deep cuff of
This style is
Valenciennes lace.
equally suitable for such other fabrics
as Dresden taffeta, pineapple gauze.
vlole and many of the thin materials.
A pretty French batiste made up
over a lavender slip in a style suitable for a tall, slender figure, was
Intended for a graduation party. The
skirt was modelled by a nine gored
pattern. In which the fullness about
the hips was disposed of by means of
tiny tucks, extending to yoke deptn.
The lower part of the skirt was distinguished by groups of tucks, five in
the bottom group, four and three in
the upper groups. The liodiee was a
"square cut." laid in with lace, and
outlined with a fanciful overlapping
collar. Three tucks ran around the
bust line. The sleeves had tucks
above the tucked cuffs banded with
lace. A white silk girdle gave the
finishing touch to this dainty gown.
As I have written you before, the
surplice waist is a general favorite,

"two-plc-

e"

over-sea-

CHILD'S DRESS

ertu.

m

length, ending in a
of three-quartcuff, from which extended an under-sleev- e
A prettily
of shirred mull.
shaped bit of cross stitch, finished
mother-of-pearl
with a
buckle, completed a verv stylish coRtume.
CATHERINE MANN-PYZANT.

under the seams, and
the back closed under an inverted box
plait. The Jacket, of the "pony" order, its open neck finished with a
fancy collar, had its revers thrown
open, to reveal a beautifully embroidered vest, showing a bit of gold. The
side fronts and side backs were tucked to the shoulders, and the full coat
length,
sleeves are in three-quarthaving reversed cuffs.
This same,
model would be appropriate in the
wool checks, so fashionable just now,
or even
henrlettas,
in mohairs,
cheviot.
One of the most fashionable materials for the coming season is the
chiffon mohair, which so closely resembles silk. Although often seen in
shirt-wai- st
suits, skirts with waists to
match, but always with a short Jacket
as well, are much more popular. A
Jaunty gown of this description was
made with a hip yoke, which extended in a panej down the front, under
t;
an inverted
the sides and
back were formed of plaits and the
closing was made invisible at the
back. The bodice was a plain affair,
but the coat was most elaborately
by extensions

er

STREET COSTUME

er

box-plai-

FOR AFTERNOON

PRINCESS GOWN

Fond mammas have taken to doing
hand work upon the summer frocks
Uixtn a
of their small daughters.
charming India llnon dress that is to
bo worn during the hot days of the
near coming summer, the skirt,
bertha and sleeves are thus trimmed
on the tdge. The skirt is a short
one, made with double loxed pleats,
which will launder easily, while an
bit of Hamburg Is pressed
Into service in the dickey.
The collar is a squiare sailor, and
reaches far out on the tiny shoulders,
and the ribbon, which Is slipped into
the buttonholes near the bottom of
the elbow sleeves, Is a bebe blue
liberty satin. A sash of the same In
a broader width hangs in loops at the
back.

A stunning

AFFAIRS

One of the most popular shades for
tallfured gowns is Garibaldi red. In
summer weight lyoadcloth,' such a
street costume is made. The skirt is
round, with double boxed pleat front
and back.
On tho simplest lines the close-fittin- g
coat is cut. It is three-quartlength. The severity of the shoulders
Is softened by Paquln epaulettes.
These have' buttonhole effect upon
them, red velvet being used and red
enamel buttons.
A waistcoat of white Russian lace
Is shown, with small red velvet bows
and outlined with black embroidery.
hat is of black and
The
white 1eghorn, trimmed, with red velvet, and two large gray wings.
"But the law on this question Is
perfectly clear plain to a child," insisted the trust president.
"It may seem so," retorted hie attorney, but it isn't. I ought to know,
for I drew it myself."

all-ov-

For the hot days of summer del
blue. In fine French chambray, make
a charming frock for the small wo
man of the family.
The collarless blouse Is tucked and
has a shoulder trimming of the em
broidered bands. Through this Is
slipped a crushed liberty satin ribbon of the blue, which forms a sailor's
knot, and hangs loosely to the waist
line. About the waist is a folded belt
The elbow length
of the ribbon.
sleeves are finished wltb. a narrow
frill of the chambrey, which is headed with the blue and white embroid
ery.
The leghorn hat to be worn with
th's dainty frock is dyed to a burnt
yellow. It is cocked up sharply in
the back and front, being held in
place- In front by a big rosette of the
citl blue, through which is poked a
couple of long quills of the 6ame
cool tone.

reaches to the yoke or guimpe, and is
cut with deep, scalloped edges, and
gathered in at the waist line, extra
shoulder straps giving a chic air to
the waist: and the puff sleeves are
shirred to the shoulders, and end in
a lace nana curr at me emow.
iuo
model, with
skirt is an eight-gor- e
center-frofour palts outlining the
seam, and around the bottom the skirt
should measure five and a half yards.
But the muslin dress is not the
A tunic in these modern days, an whole of the "simple" costumes to be
overskirt a quarter of a century back, worn. The linen dress must nave us
Is the correct thing. A Princess gown place, and an important place it is to
be this summer. Never were so many
is made with this new effect.
white linen dresses seen, and never so
The dress is of adrea silk, in deli many
elaborate ones, ine smn-wais- i
cate gray, apricot satin giving a de
or jacket suit, and
elded tone to the Quaker shade, while, suit, the two-pieheavy Irish guipure adorns the cos
V CAR A I ITT! P HIDI
tume. The small coat Bleeves and the
IUR rl
ILL UIIL,
tapering panel, which Is seen under I
the tunic, are of the lace. The tunic
Is cut on rounding lineB.
The apricot satin is introduced In
small pieces which complete the yoke.
These are outlined with black and
touched off with black French knots
Soft ribbon In the apricot tone is
laced through the jacket and sleeves,
which
rosettes.
and conventional
graduate in size, reach from the stock
to the girdle.
About the low crowned Tuscany
sailor is set a wreath of small dog
roses in the various nprlcot shades,
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man who has not a gold linglng to his
pocket should beware of the maiden
who indulges in such apparel. Muslins
and their like are to be much in evidence during the coming season.
To the youthful, or still youthful,
appearing woman, in spite of years,
enmse the "habv nrlncess" style, a
term the modiste use to distinguish
the fancy top corselt skirt from the
.Princess dress; and the
usual accompaniment to which is a
guimp-lik- e
waist of lace or embroid- ered mull or net over chiffon, which
may be cut one of the many neck
fashions as is becoming to the wearer
and according to the duty the dress
because of its general becomingncss;
must serve.
in mc
A beautiful muslin gown, designed ana it was ine nanem ieuiui
o
handkerchief linen
was of silk construction
bridesmaid,
a
Juno
for
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS
Point
muslin laid over a slip of white and gown, trimmed wlthh
MEET IN COLUMBIA, S. C. yellow
The
The Princess de Vetiise luce and insertion.
silk.
checked
Columbia, S. C. May 12 At least skirt was fitted to the figure by tiny 'bodice was supported by a lining., hud
three hundred delegates are in at- tucks, and fell sheath-lik- e
about the some fullness on the sholuders. which
tendance at the annual convention of hips to a little above the knees, from in the back, was closely drawn in at
the Travelers' Protective Association which point it made a decided flare. the waistline, and at the lower edge
of South Carolina, which opened here
deep flounce, twelve Inches in of the fronts, which lapped broadly
today. The convention will last three depth of lace, was joined to the ekirt from right to left. The surplice fronts
days. The business sessions will be bv a band of lace Insertion. From opened over a chemisette, topped by a
The annual the top of the corselet fell a bertha standing collar, which could be cut
held In Brown's hall.
The
banquet will be given this evening, of lace above which the liodiee was out to aceoniniodae u tucker.
and a numUT of good speakers will filled in with lace laid over chirron. sleeves in tins waist were iuit irapm,
During the three, cut In V shape, out of which arose having shoulder puff ending in point deliver addresses.
days of the convention the delegates a Jewelled collar. The sleeves were cd, reversed cuff:), from which ex- will be entertained by the local mem- niodifled miffs ending in a band of tended the lower part of the sleeves
in gauntlet effect. The skirt was
bers of the association, the Chamber insertion and a fall of lace.
of Commerce and the c itizens In
waits are easily made with the new ripple in its most
Those guimp-lik- e
heven pores were
detachable, and permits a change to graceful lines.
many liodiee, which, with the other used in the shaping, the front gore beand
UNIVERSAL1STS MEET TO
accessories in different colorH, gives ing rather wide, while the side very
back iiores are narrow, but ft
CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY. the muslin dress a much longer life.
Embroidered lawn, that cost its smoothly over the hips an flare deNorth Orange. N. J May 12. The
bottom; and at the
i',,iv, relist church of this city is 125 owner a good tjuind sum, not to speak cidedly at thehack
t.
is an Inverted
made up .iver center seam
vears old today and tho anniversary of the furnishings, was green
call
pattern
asking
for
c.nIn
the
silk,
pale
of
lining
body
of
a
members
the
by
will be celebrated
circular skirt."
i n
lu an apropriaic ftriicteu witn nine gores, drawn nus- i- fur the "seven-fieill.,
A bin.- batiM". haviim a foulard pa- effect, by
manner There will be a meeting mis lv to the ft mire, in girdle
caught to the tern, was built from a mod- I eon-i- -l
e iiing, when Kev. Charles Conklin. flue tucks and shirrings.
stay
the renulred Ing of a skirt over Mouse a'lil guimue
historical
a
cut
or
to
l'ninu
an
of UoHt.m. will deliver
the depth, and sunk enough to hold tne wais'. The ac miniMr- an stand-- i
nddress. During the existence of pasgarment in place. The neck was cut ng collar v. a cut with shoulder and
church there have been fifteen
Intended for under arm - an.s, and the front and
tors to occupv the pulpit. Ten of the s(iiare the gown being
ti"irtg
fnl'm
with a back were v
former pas'ors or the church will evening wear and tooutlined
u
- closely to tin- ftL'nre.
The
fullthe
which
meeting.
Insertion,
of
band
be present at the memorial
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embioidery,
trimmed with open-worsilk braid and buttons; tucks extend-- :
ed from the shoulders to the waist
line, and the fronts were made in
'double, breasted style; the sleeves
were of tho elbow length, finished
with a fancy cuff, having an Inlay of
embroidery, which also funned a part
of the shawl collar.
A charmingly dainty costume was
'made of the handkerchief linen, in
which the skirt was decorated around;
the foot with ten tucks, then a space
then three tucks, then another space,!
and two tucks; gores shaped the skirt
ul the hips, and down each side of the
from gore was a panel of lace. A
deep shirred yoke gives the gown the
'
princess etfect, while a broad fichu
.,g-with two narrow ruffles Is be-- ;
The
coiningly draped to tbo figure.
elbow sleeve is made with a body lin- ing. upon which is a shoulder puff,
from wlrch fall a number of frills to
Inside,
'match those upon the fichu.
the fichu is worn a tucked tucker and!
standing collar.
An attractive dress of white crash,
which material greatly commends it- self to women because of Its wash- 'able qualities, was produced in
4M iVrf'
simple lines in a plaited skirt
wen nueu jose,
A summer frock for a little girl of having a narrow,
Is on dress while the waist was laid in narrow
C, for w ear w lien she
parade, Is made of sheer white India plaits and was (in. shed with revers of
Ijwu. The overfill, the epaulettes heavy white lace, narrow bunds of
of
and levirs ate i.f tine embroidered velvet, nil' buttons, a chemist-ttlace and deep cuffs of the same.
flouncing.
blouse and the
:i
Crors Mitch embroidery was the ills- The slighlly
feature of it white linen gown
i
lawn,
tmctive
I'.iin
while
are of
he same delicate intended for nioriilng wear. The skirt
the under.- kin id
description,'
Tlii.-an- d
side pleated wa, of the
mmaterial.
'o the figure in tiny tucks, and
the short si ..- - end with a ti't-'a a r"w of
is turned back having a
pleated rucli.
he sush is of rose buttons down each side, while around,
Upon the sleeve.-- .
ti
colored liberty
the bottom which, should be five and;

passa-min-

MOST-ANYTHIN-

John D. Rockefeller, Jr., registered
at a Connecticut hotel as John Davidson, Jr. This is one of the nastiest
knocks ever given the great John D.
Some professor proposes to estab-

lish a place in Chicago where happiness may be toad. Here's an opior-tunlt- y
for the W. C. T. U. to do some
good work.

"Talk about being a slave to busiThere's a man named Styling-to-

ness?

women's costumes.
He carries things to extremes." "How's that?"
"He even lives in the outskirts."

k
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walking costume is

taffeta, trimmed with, oriental embroidery.
Nattier blue is the tone
of the gown, which is made with the
becoming corselet skirt, where the
figure is slender and willowy, and
a short bolero.
White is combined with the blue
In the embroidered bands, which extend the entire length of the skirt,
while the smart jacket is edged with
a double line of velvet of a deeper
tone of blue than that of the Bilk.
The square waistcoat is of Irish
guipure, oer white chiffon, and is
ornamented with small, sharp bows of
the 'blue velvet. The yoke and collar
are of the guipure, upon a single
foundation of the chiffon.
Tne blue satin straw hat is turned
up nigh at the left side and held in
e
place with a bunch of white

The Ruling Passion,
An exquisite gown for afternoon afmaking 18 a week
The Garrettvllle
fire department
fairs is a combination of silk mousselA Chicago-manIne heavv Russian lace and liberty has been ordered to pay $17.90 ali- gave a farewell smoker to Peter Bar-nu- m
last Saturday night from 8 to 11
satin. Delicate gray 'is the tone se- mony. Anyway, he has a dime now
o'clock. Garrettsvllle (O.) Journal.
lected for this lovely dress, the roses that he can call his own.
on the hat and t'he dainty embroid
ered chemisette being the only con
trasting colors Introduced.
The liberty stain is veiled with the
niousseliiie, which is soft and sheer
The corselet effect and the demi
sleives are fashioned by myriads of
tiny horizontal tucks. The skirt is
finished with tucking at tho bottom.
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WALKING COSTUME
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The growing irreverence and
of a rapidly increasing number of school children In large
cities Is being recognized by the thoughtful observer. The
condition seems to call for action of some sort and really
presents a problem of peculiar intricacy.
A number of clergymen of all denominations. Jew,
Catholic, Protestant, met the other day in New York and
gravely discussed the situation. The sense of the meeting was that one day should be set. apart in the week for
religious teaching, such teaching to avoid, of course, all
tendency toward sectarianism.
That the boys and girls who attend school In the
large cities and who are neglected so far as intelligent
borne training Is concerned, do become insubordinate and
selfish, larking In respect and consideration for their
parents and in recognition of rightful authority, is painfully evident. That there are many children so neglected
us to home training cannot be denied.
It is highly improbable that any day or any part of a
day will he set apart in the New York schools, or in any
other public bcIkhiIs. for religious teaching. While it is
admitted on all hands that the Bible should be more generally read and studied, those who have attempted to
have It introduced into the public school have encountered serious objection.
No one can attain to the dignity of scholarship who
has not studied the Scriptures. No one can search the
Scriptures and fail to find that which will improve the
mental and spiritual attributes. The ten commandments,
taught as the ten commandments are direct In their tannage and Intet. Violation of these brings its own pulsh-me. Undoubtedly the children should be taught the
ten commandments. But the well meaning clergymen In
New York, broad gauged thinkers who are willing to get
over the boundaries of sects and get together for the
common good, will be obliged to advance another suggestion.
Home training is absolutely essential to good citizenship, and home training must be supplied by fathers and
mothers. There are precious few fathers who wouldn't
be bettered by being made to recognize their remissness
In duty to their children, and there are legions of mothers
who mean well, hut neutralize their efforts by
Indulgence. The "spoiled child'' Is the victim of
bis parents' negligence or their ignorance. The fault lies
in the home, neither in the Sunday school nor the public
school, and the cure must be applied to the home.
News Tribune.
nt
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City Garbage
A Duluth paper speaking of a proposed garbage ordinance for that city, shows that they think of having
very much such an ordinance as Albuquerque now has.
There will be dumping grounds and a crematory, and a
franchise will be given to a person or company tu collect
and dispose of the city's refuse, and the people are required to keep their ashes and cinders separate and apart
from the garbage proper. The peoplt are also required
to pay for the removal of filth from their premises, the
price being fixed by the ordinance. Thus far the city of
Duluth is proceeding much as Albuquerque did.
However, there are some differences. Ashes, being
harmless to health, residents who canuse them to ad-vantage on their own premises, are permitted to do so,
or they may have them removed without expense by
those who wish them for private purposes. The cost of
removing garbage Is based on floor space and the character of the business or building to be Berved; halls,
basementa and attics not being included in space measurements.
Furthermore, this contract or franchise cannot be
exclusive. It can be revoked by the council at any time
and, during its life, the service is under the direct supervision of the health department and the contractor is
subject to its orders.
:

Indianapolis News: It looks as though the day of
steam were passing. In this prodigious change if it
come America is likely to lead the way. Already there
is a feeling in Europe that if electric locomotives are to
replace steam the question will be solved In this country.
And the steam locomotive was never more powerful.
Think of the speed it attains, of the loads" it hauls Wliat
did the world know a few ears ago oftwhat the steam
locomotive could do? Compare the machine of a
ago with the one of today its size and speed. A
ehip does not convey an impression of man's power to
accomplish great things more forcibly than does a modern American railway train with its monster engine, its
long train of huge cars, with all the appliances of water
and light and heat. And yet this monster locomotive
may soon have to make its bow, so to speak, to run its
last race. Its very perfection indicates that it has reached
the limit.
few-year-s

Burrton Grit: Nowadays, when Johnnie Is bad at
school, the teacher takes out her book and gives a black
mark. Next day Johnnie is worse than ever. Fifty years
ago when Johnnie was bad at school the teacher took
down a dogwood sprout, made about two dozen black
marks across his bare legs, and Johnnie never repeated
the offense. Fifty years ago Johnnie got up at daylight,
started the Are, fed the horses, milked a dozen long horned cows that gave barely enough milk to go into the
coffee, chopped and brought in wood enough to last
mother all day, ate a hearty breakfast and walked five
mllea to school. Today Johnnie doesn't get up at all
unless he is forced to do so, eats little or no breakfast,
goes out behind the barn to smoke a cigarette and if the
school house Is over three blocks away he grunts about
the long distance he has to walk. The Johnnie of fifty
years ago is now a hale, hearty man. Fifty years from
now the Johnnie of today will be dead and buried. Isn't
that a true tale of Johnnie?
It is said that the new Russian parliament house has
been equipped with twenty-thre- e
sacred pictures of "St.
Nicholas, the Miracle Worker," before each of which
candles will be kept burning. This will strike the average American as a supremely ridiculous manifestation of
superstition. However, it may be that the American has
as much difficulty in grasping the Russian's point of view-Ireligion, or whatever it may be called, as the Ituss has
in grasping the American point of view In morals. Many
Russians grew quite angry over the feeling of indignat i,'u
In this country at the conduct of Gorky and his mistress.
They could not at all understand the feeling of America
in matter of that kind. So, the American is totally at
sea when he comes to such an exhibition as candle burning before the picture of a miracle worker in a legislative
ball.

i

Chicago Chronicle: It is a pleasing fact, but one that
was to be expected, that the fashion called the
ing of cities" has spread throughout the country, showing
vigorous life from Maine to Iulslana and over the
mountains to Puget sound. It is at once a fruit of refinement and In itself a refining influence. Hut there is
nothing strange in Its spread. The roughest tin,! most
uncouth of men instinctively take off their hats and btep
carefully when brought Into contact with refinement. It
Is a pity that we can not find tome better term than
"beautifying." The movement means more than that as
the mass of men understand beauty, and it is the mass
that we have to move.
"U-autif-
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Daily Optic: In this country we are so engage in
protecting property from everybody but the trusts that
we are conspicuously less concerned about the protection
of human lives than other countries. In England severe
laws have reduced the deaths on railways to a percentage
far below ours and in France and Italy thft killing of
humble pedestrians by automobilists is attended by such
risk to liberty and property as to appa'.l Americans who
take the machine there.
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Vines For S6e Home

Are Nature's Drapery
Colorado Springs Telegraph.
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She uses them lavishly

when left to herself, always producing beautiful effects.
In planting vines to adorn the house, choose hardy and
robust growers. A vine that has to. be coaxed cos.ts more
In time and trouble than most of us can afford.
The varitles of Ampelopsls known as Japanese Ivy,
Boston ivy, Veetch's Ivy, etc:, are thoroughly well known,

and largely grown In our cjty. They are best adapted
to brick houses, however which they cover with a beautiful mantle, vivid green In summer and taking exquisite
bron.e browns and dull crimson and claret reds in autumn. This vine does not cling well to wood, and for the
frame house or the wooden porch others are desirable.
The Virginia creeper, another Ampelopsls 'often
known as woodbine, is a rampart grower, which if properly trimmed out Is suitable to cover walls, fences, sheds,
etc. It has inconspicuous flowers and is most useful
where a quick grower is required to furnish a background of verdure.
The varieties of clematis are all elegant vines, very
floriferous and very ornamental. C. Jackmannl, the best
large flowered sort. Is commonly seen, but the white and
red varieties are almost equally desirable. C. flammula,
sweet-scente- d
and good, has pure-whiflowers, but C. panlculata is not excelled for hardiness,
rapidity of growth and luxuriance of bloom. Wherever
It is properly and thoroughly pruned it has no superior.
Hall's honeysuckle Is one of the best. It Is almost
evergreen, blooms profusely, has a delicious fragrance;
its flowers are pure white, changing to a peculiarly pretty yellow with age It is one of the most satisfactory of
porch vines.
The Rambler roses, If aphides can be successfully
fought, give masses of color that cannot be excelled. The
old wood must be cut out early every spring and plenty
of plant food supplied, as they are lusty growers.
Wisteria is beautiful but capricious. It cannot be
depended upon in the way of bloom. Like the trumpet
honeysuckle, it has exalted Ideas and other vines may be
advantageously employed to clothe its twisted, naked
stems. Where It will bloom It delights the eye.
Among vines grown from Beeds sown In the spring
the best are the Jtipaneso variegated hop, a rapid grower
with green foliage striped with silvery white, which does
not stirrer from insects; the Japanese morning glory, another vigorous grower, with blossoms of many colors;
the aiistolochla or "Dutchmen's pipe," which has im
mense leaves making a dense shade and giving a few
queerly shaped flowers not pretty but odd.
te
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There will he a special meeting of
Harmony 1 .oil go No. 1 tomorrow afternoon at 2:3u o'clock for the purpose
of meeting our Grand Master. By order of the Noble Grand. J. . Votaw,
secretary.
O
"Peggy's
afternoon
Yesterday
In fine order by
was
rendered
Dream"
the pupils of the third and fourth
grades of the Fourth ward school under the direction of Miss Maud Cus-terthe teacher.
O
On Thursday afternoon Mrs. M. J.
Borden and Mrs. T. B. Drury, assisted
by Miss Sleight, gave a very delightful
reception in honor of Mrs. Ira D. Cas-sldand her mother, Mrs. Grans, who
are soon to leave for Denver, which
was the third of a series of farewells
extended to these ladies by their
friends. A very pleasant floral love
game was Introduced during the afternoon In which Mrs. Marlon Wilson
won the prize, A Fable of Flowers. A
delicious supper was served at which
were seated the following guests:
Mesdames
Crans, Cams,
Crawford, Rodey, Wroth,
Stamm,
Medler, Whltcomb, O. K. Wilson, Hill,
Marlon Wilson, Washburn and
Ella C. Taylor and Mr. Ira D.
Cassldy.

YTJ NDER WEAR is a hobby of ours and very

Every Man May be Fitted.
Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at
50c, per garment. Choice thin Underwear in other good

75c,

fabrics,

y;

Fine

WHERE TO WORSHIP

Christian Church.
(Corner Gold Avenue and Broadway.)
Sunday school at. 10 a. m. Worship
at 11 a- - ni. ami 7:30 p. m. Preaching
by the minister, Ernest E. Crawford,
at both hours.

to

$4,50

O

St. John's Episcopal Churcli.
(Corner of Foutn street and Silver
avenue.)
Regular
Sunday services except
eairly communion. Sunday echoed at
10 . m. Morning prayer at. 11 a. m.
Eveinln-prayer at 8 p. m. Week day
service, Friday at 8 p. m. Owing t?
the absonoe of the rector. Rev. A. G.
HairriBon, from the city, morning and
evening prayer will be lay service.

per garment.

Clothing and
Furnishings

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

Policy of this Store

0
0

is to clean up stock
once yearly and odgH
season with new goods.

0

Lutheran Church.
(Corner cf Sixth street and Silver 0
avenue.)
Morning service In- German at 11
o'clock. Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. 0
Evening service In English, at 7:30
o'clock. R. E. Moser, Pastor.
Baptist Church.
(Corner Lead Avenue and- Broadway.)
Sunday school at 9:50 a. m. Spe
cial music by the choir. Preaching
ny tne pastor at 11 a. m. Solo, by
Mrs. Gibbs.
Young Peoples' meeting
at 7 p. m. Preaching at 8 p. m. Duet
Dy Mrs. Gibbs and B. H. Collister.
Highland Methodist Church.
(312 South Arno street.)
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
by the pastor at 11 a. m. Sub
ject, "Education."
Junior League at
3 p. m.
Senior league at 7 p. ni.
Preaching at 8 p. m. Subject, "The
Judgment." Strangers made welcome.
J. M. Sollie, Pastor.
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0

Wm. Chapllm
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0
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Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
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Methodist Episcopal Church.
(Corner South Third Street and Lead
Avenue.)
Sunday school at) 9:45. A cordial 0
Invitation to visit or Join the school.
Morning worship at 11 a. m., with
sermon by the pastor. Subject, "Min- 0
istering
Unto Others."
Epworth
League tat 7 p- J. Frank Bowyer.
0
leader. At'8 o'clock p. m. the
. League
anniversary exercises
will occur. , The pastor will deliver
an address appropriate to the occasion, on "Gideon's Groat Battle."
There will be special music at both 0
services. The public is cordially invited, and strangers made welcome.
J. C. Rollins, D. D., Paltor.
0

Congregational Church.
east end of viaduct.)
Sunday school at 9:45, at which all
are urgul to be present. Topic, "The
Fit rce Demoniac Healed."
Morning
service at 11 o'clock. Topic of sermon. "The Power of a Great Name."
The following musical selections will
be rendered:
Organ Prelud? Kyrle Elison
Mozart
Aiithetn
ir,jise Ye the Fa'her"..
Gounod

y

.
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pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come in and
carelully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

O

(On Broadway,

-

shoes.

-

Presbyterian Church.
(Services in Elks' 0era House.)
Morning service at 11 a. m. Subject, of Herman. "The Two Worshippers." The evening service will consist of a splendid s:ng service, as
follows:
Organ Prelude
Selected
OiM'ning Hymn
Anthem "Ye That S;and in the
House of the Lord"
Sninnev
iiymn
Scrlptuib Lesson
Offertory
Male Quartet
Selected
Hymn
Prayer
Anthem "Christ Our Passover
Chappie
Ktniaiks by Pastor
"Radiant Morn". . Woodwaxd
Closing Hymn
Organ Post hide ('
All are cordially invited. Rev. Hugh
A. Cooper, Pastor.

is why you will

find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he needs. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that

y,

Christian Scientists.
(Woman's club rooms, Coinme.'rir.l
Club building.)
Services at 11 o'clock Sunday morn
ing. Sunday school at 9:45 cu ni.

That

close to our hearts.

s.

(Chorus by I'.ie Choir.)
Offertory
Jackson
Prelude
Duet "Tho Lord Is My Light"
Dudley Buck
Mr. and Mrs. Washburn.
Post hide "Gloria"
Mozart
Y. P. S. C. E-- meets at 7 o'clock, o
which all young jifople are cordially
invited.
Kvuiing service at 8 o'clock. Th:s
NOTABLE EXCEPTION.
is the H;n calaureate service for the
I he
teacher wag giving the school a little lecture on gradual
of the high school, for
good conduct.
i.et me caution you on another point, which the following
program has
elillren. she said. "Avoid criticising. Don't make a prac been prvpared:
tice of finding fault with other people or picking flaws Organ Prelude Offereory
Wely
In what they say or do. it is a very bad habit to form Hymn No.
"Cmplete in Him"..
Responsive Reading Itage 43 The
aim win niaKe your own life unhappy."
Beatitudes
"Why, teacher," spoke up a little boy, " that's the
Male Qu:u iet "Remember Now-Thv&y my father makes his livln'!"
Crcati '
Ecclesiastes
"You surprise me, Ceorgy. What is your father's Messrs r
et heringttm, Maynard
:m
occupation?"
and Washburn.
"lie's a proof reader, ma'am."
Scrii'iii.. Lessen. Suerintend nt J.
-The teacher coughed behind her fan. "Well, Georgy,"
K. Clan,
Fruits of Wisdom."
she said, "1 will make an exception in the case of your Mile (ii:i:-t,-- t
"Nearer My God to
Tile.-father." Fort Worth Telegraph.
Offeri,
Invocation "Mine"
Si i':n hi
strong Man"
T
TAKEN.
lb v. J. W. Barron.
Parson Jackson Does jo' take dis
fo' better Hyiiiti No. ;,75 "My Country"
Organ Iwinde "Hallelujah"
or wuss?
The Bride Ah 'I! lake him jest as he am. If he gets
Beethoven
any better, 1'se 'fraid he'll die, and if he gets any wuss,
A Citizen want ad will get the busiI'll kill him mahself
I'ueij
ness. Try one.

0
0
0
0
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Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
Smith Premier,
Premiers,
wide carriage;
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1 Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
Tho above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
new stock of Underwood typewriters. We guaranteo these machines to be Just as represented,
and they can be bought at real
bargains.
One

new No.

6

2 Smith

Call-graph- s;

G. S.
401

o o

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

9C0woo
You Think Nothing
of the money expended In keeping up your lodge rooms,
do you exercise as much care in making your homes as
comfortable?

Uy your wife a Gas Range.

It will be the

best gift you ever made her
Cooking demonstration

Tuesday afternoon. May

15, 2:30.

RAMSAY,

West Railroad Avenue.

jemez hoi springs

stage line

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. Ij. TTimble &
('o., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
H. B1XCK. Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

F. C. PRATT

& CO.

agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Cofteei. Im
boden's Granite Flour.

Hole

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Electric Building, 4th and Gold

Butter Beet on
Unh.
Fre DeUTerjr.
Orders Boliolted"!
211 South tsecona Street.
Hlllaboro UTemery

z

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.

m9m90mmm99mJI

MELINI & EAK1N,

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

Dealers

f0.r Yel'ow'tone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet 4
hite Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C Bohemian and
Sch'itz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our
Illustrated Catalogs and
rnee List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom,
111 Souta first
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexlc.

Highland Jersey

Dairy.

I

.
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Expedition after expedition has been sent out to
solve the mystery of the North Pole, without success, yet
In face of the previous
discouraging
failures, Walter
Wellman, internationally famous as explorer, lecturer,
and newspaper correspondent, is soon to undertake for
the Chicago Record-Heralft dash to the North Pole in
an air ship.
On two previous occas.ons, in 1R94 and 18!!, Mr.
Wellman has headed polar expeditions, and about the latter part of June, expects to start from Spitsbergen, some
tiOO
miles north of Hanimerfest, Norway, and which Is
within 575 geographical miles of the pole. It Is estimated
that the party should tie able to make the trip to the
North Pole in ten or twelve days.
The trip will be made during the long daylight
months of the year, and communication with the world
will be maintained throughout the trip by means of three
wireless telegraph stations. The first will be located at
Hanimerfest, where connection Is had with the Atlantic
cable ,the second will be at Spltzbergen, the headquarters
of the expedition, and the third on hoard of the air ship.
The air ship in"which the Wellman Record-Heral- d
expedition is to make its dash to the pole Is now being
built by Engineer Louis Godard In Paris. It will be approximately 165 feet long nnd its greatest diameter will
he about fifty-tw- o
feet. It will have a lifting power of
lfi.OOO pounds, and the weight of the air ship, with its
motors and machinery complete, will be 6,600 pounds.
The weight of the crew, instruments, wireless nnd other
apparatus, and gasoline, will bo 9.400 pounds. The air
ship will be propelled by two motors, one of 50 and the
driving two screws, and giving
other of 25 horse-powe- r,
a speed of from ten to nineteen miles an hour. The length
of the car, which is made entirely of steel tubing, is a
little over fifty-tw- o
feet nnd the engine rooms and cabin
for the crew are eiclosed.
Three thicknesses of fabric are being used In the
construction of the gas bags .of the air ship, two of cotton
material and one of silk, with three coatings of pure rubber. All three are consolidated into one fabric, giving
great strength.
Before starting on his trip Mr. Wellman expects to
be able to manage the big air ship himself, and will make
many air ship ascensions and tests In France to perfect
himself in the management of the dirigible balloon. Suspended beneath the air ship will be a Mulllns steel boat,
weighing about 225 pounds, and with a carrying capacity
of 2,500. '
The boats now under construction will be about sixteen feet long by four and a half feet wide amidships,
and will, be co.mple.ted alout May 15 and shipped to
Tromsoe, Norway, where the steamer which will carry
the Wellman expedition and outfit to its headquarters at
Spltzbergen is now lying. After the most severe tests,
one of the two boats will be selected for the polar expedition. In case of the destruction of the air ship, the
steel boat will he used for crossing the long stretches of
open water, and will be mounted on sleds for crossing the
ice fields.
In such event, the steel boat would become
the most important part of the equipment, as Its strength
makes It practically Indestructible, while Its lightness
enables it to be handled easily. As the Wellman expedition will take but one boat, it is presumed that Mr.
Wellman made the most careful search throughout the
entre world for the lightest yet strongest boat which
could possibly be built, and it is not merely a coincidence
that the Peary expedition, which recently sailed In search
of the North Pole, should also carry a Mulllns steel boat
as part of its equipment.
The whole world will watch with the greatest Interest the attempts of the Wellman Record-Heral- d
and the
Peary expeditions tp discover the North Pole. Which will
win, the ship or the air ship? Should Walter Wellman
succeed in reaching the pole, and unveil its mysteries, It
may be only a few years before tourists will bring back
to us from the Artie resorts glowing stories of the beauty
and grandeur of the frozen north.

Vines are nature's draperies.
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North Pole by
Airship and Boat
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GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Polo, phone, 31k. 89.

1500

S. B' way.

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL
with Mauger

&.

Avery,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

P.o&tou
M.
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JOTTINGS FROM

GRADUATES GET

SUITS FILED IN

Maynard Gunsul Asks InjuncAgainst Gregory
Page of Gallup.

'

Class of '06 Award-tio- n John R. Boswell, a Barber, Money Will Be Returned to
0
"Shoots Up" His
Subscribers in Case of
cd Diplomas and Prizes
Sale of the Road.
and Costs.
Last Evening.

Roeni

Oranl block,

11,
N. M.

Shop-$25.0-

FIVE.

PRIVILEGE

The Fair association will wMl to
the hlKhvst and bent bidder, on or before Saturday, May 19, the official
program privilege for the Scptemlicr
fnir.
For further Inform! Ion, call
p. K. McCANNA,
on or address,

TO THE HIGHLANDS

U. N. M.
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THE PROGRAM

THAT TRACTION LINE

POLICE CIRCLES

THEIR DEGREES

DISTRICT COURT;

EVENING CITIZEN.

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN
The Man of Business or the Home Library

Miamager.
Allmqilorque,

We have

just received
large shipment of

i4

FOR RENT

a

Roll Top
Desks, Flat and Standing
Furnished
or
one
of
unfurnished,
TWO DIVORCE SUITS WliRE FILED DR. GARRISON
Desks, office Chairs, Book
the nicest and shadiest
houses
Cases, Typewriter
Stands
Jn the city, with good stable and cor- and Tables.
R
,,f
hlock
east
"y
West
ParkLaI:
J. R. Boswell, a barber, who con-- i
of
Dr. V. E. Garrinon, president
The nrosnccts for a traction car line
Yesterday afternoon In the dx-keWe guarantee our line to
,,p .
of the district court for McKlnley Butler college, Indianapolis, Ind, de- ducts a shop nar the corner of Sec- - to the Highlands seems to be growing
represent the best workmanP. F. McCANNA.
1
1
county, a suit of Injunction was filed livered the formal commencement ad- ona street and silver avenue, created better every day. Col. Sellers, who Is
ship and highest class of
Room 11, Grant Building.
by the Gallup Electric Light company, dress which closed the commence- considerable excitement yesterday af- - acting as promoter for a number of
cabinet work. The desk you
O'
against the Pacific Improvement com- ment exercises of the University of tern cm shortly before 0 o cloc k, by- the larger property owners, feels very
buy of us will not fall to
WAIT UNTIL SATURDAY FOR
pany, ot al. anions them being Greg- New Mico, last evening In the Elks' firing a shot from a pistol that crash- sanguine over the progress thus far MORITZ
pieces in a short time, thus
A CO., THE CHICAGO
ed through the glass windows In the made and informs The Evenine Cltl- theater, to a packed house
ory Page, Gus Mulholland, J. H.
causing you much annoyAND SLASHERS,
On t."ie stage were the young men ironi or nis hhop and buried UseJien that at a meeting today. It was PRICE CUTTERS
J. A. Gordon and Palmer
ance.
THEY WILL BE AT THE CASH
Plllsbury
building
wall
graduating
in
the
by
class
of
the
embody
women
to
his
decided
and
of
associates
the
Ketntr.
Our prices are the lowest.
UNION.
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the
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Tracmissing
or
narrowly
head
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regent,
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Childers,
to
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set forth that
the
torney W. B.
NOTICE.
October 18, 1905, Gregory Page, of Itning, Or. Garrison, whoe eddress on tlou company's conductor and a little proposed new line, relative to the
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ev-o- n

Mlbert Faber
Railroad

T

Albuquerque,

TO THE LADIES:

Bur-tim-

run-dow- n.

ut

Imperial Laundry Go.

-

t".?0

Your Prescriptions, If Entrusted

'

go-car-

The Williams Drug Co.
receive the personal care of one of the
both of whom are druggists of many
years' experience.
No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

Bie Grand Central Hotel
!

A.

J.

RICHARDS

The St. Elmo
i 20

Summer School

ia
i

1

1

club rooms

UNDERTAKERS

201-21-

VAUDEVILLE

8:30

At the Casino, SUNDAY, May

3,

2:30 p.m.

M. BERGER,

'06

ouvenirs

ty-sixt-

17-2- 2.

one-legg-

Furniture and Crockery

THE BERGER STOCK CO.

BORRADAILE

& CO.,

SERVANT THAT NEVER

peo-$1.7-

TIRES

"FOOL AND THE WIDOW"

er

s

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

T

66

Mm old's Best
'

Meet Me at Yanow's

High Patent Flour is made from
Choice Kansas Turkey Hard Wheat

ASK YOUR GROCER rOR IT

Phone

The ciarkeviiie Produce Co.,

Dealers in Flour and Feed, forla'Sample Sack

t

A

Any time between 7 in the
Morning and 9 at Night.
If Your Eyes Need Attention
I will examine them I"Kl K
and Guarantee every pair
of glasses I fit to be - - - -

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT
Trices reasonable, rermanontly located at
1H Railroad avenue.
C. H. CARNES, O. D.
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ANNUAL MEETING OF
BAPTIST ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of Santa Fe
association of Baptist churches will
meet In Raton, beginning next Monday night, May 14, and continuing
over Wednesday, the 16th. The program has not been fully announced.
Rev. J. H. Franklin, pastor of the
First Baptist church of Colorado
Springs, has promised to be present
and give the address upon Tuesday
evening. This will be the time for the
young people's rally and Rev. Franklin's ability as a speaker is a sure
drawing ,card.

1

JRISHMAN'S LUCK RIVALS
THAT OF "LEANDER."
Johnson, the colored horse trainer
ami owner of Phoenix, was driving
the other after-ho- .
hL pretty
rru't two men who
stopped him, claiming to be a sheriff
and deputy sheriff, , and demanding
the horse, tays the Gazette. They
eald a criminal had just broke Jail
and they desired to take him. Johnson then told .them to go to a livery
but
stable ir they wanted a horse,animal.
they insisted on taking his
He drove on, however, and reported
the matter to the (olice. Officer
Moore later arrested one of the men,
by the name of
a burly Irishman, man,
it was learnWelch. The other
ed, was formerly a sheriff or Maricopa
county. He was not arrested. The
Irishman admits that he is guilty, but
declares that he is innocent He says
he did it, but didn't know what he
was doing, and wiaa only Joking.
He told the police that he once
stood near a large building, and remarked that it would make a fine
fire, and was arrested, charged with
trying to burn it. He claims that similar misfortunes always overbade him,
and that he never opens his mouth
without putting his loot in it.
SISTER AMONG THE DEAD
IN SAN

FRANCISCO.

P. Sax of Bisbee, received a letter
from his niece in San Francisco stating that a sister of Charles Harri3 of
iBiabee had been killed in the earthquake in San Francisco.
According to the letter, Mr. Harris"
sister was buried in the ruins of a
building in which she lived and which
collapsed when the earthquake occur-re- d.
The condition of her skull, since
recovered, indicated that it had been
crushed and her death was probably
instantaneous.
Following its collapse the building
caught fire. All that was recovered
of the body of the killed woman was
her skull and a few bones. Her
brother, at Bisbee, Is known as "Har
ris, the Taylor."
The letter concludes with the state
luent that reports of the small loss
of life in San Francisco are entirely
erroneous and declares that at the
corner of Third and Market streets
alone SOU perished in collapsed build
ings, which subsequently burned.

WATER

RISING
IN RIO GRANDE

SNOW IN MOUNTAINS

MELTING,
FROM
FLOODS
ANTICIPATED AT ESPANOLA.

AND

DAMAGE

A dispatch was received yesterday
morning by the New Mexican contain
ing the information that the water of
the Klo Grandu. at Espanola registers
six feet and six inches above the normal water line. Even more alarming
is the manner in which the river is
widening, the water in some places
having spread over an area of Too feet
in width, where ordiuarily it is but
oiie hundred. The weather is clouding
and threatening, causing considerable
apprehension on the part of the people living la the valley, who lire In
constant fear of spring freshets.
For some time the nights have been
cool enough, so that little snow has
melted in the mountains, and fur this
reason the river has not been fed
sufllclently to cause any material
damage. Thursday night, however,
was warm and the water in the river
rose six Inches, which in its present
condition, means a great deal. The
daiuuge so far lias been confined to
the- washing away of telephone and
telugrapu poles, but If the weather
continues warm so that the snow will
melt rapidly Instead of gradually,
much damage to cvrops and property
is anticipated.
At Chstmlta the river is very high,'

j

;

I

want to know the people and am willing to pay for my information;

have been advertising pretty heavy, but this does not get everyone to stop and
consider too busy with other things to think about an "ad." and when they want something, just go to the same old "place
and buy it, without knowing they could have bought it cheaper at my store. This
I
I want to show them a few things.
But
they have to be Missourized anyway,
Cut out the coupons and bring them to my
I
store some time this month, get them signed and I will accept one coupon on any $10 purchase, cash or time, before Jan. J, '07

MURDER CASE
RECALLED AT ROSWELL.

at

2

JB

o'clock in

the district court at Roswell, Oliver
Hendricks was arraigned on an. indictment returned five years ago, on

the charge of carrying a
The defendant pleaded not guilty, and
the trial of the case was set for the
18tih,
The bond was fixed at $300,
which was promptly furnished In the
court room by Frank Divers and J. A.
Browning. This case Is an echo of
the murder case In which Nathan
Hendricks wias tried for killing William Rainliolt five years ago. Oliver
Hendricks is a brother of Nathan, and
the trouble arose over the arrest of
Oliver Hendricks by Ralnbolt, for carrying a
at a dance. Ralnbolt was a deputy sheriff, and in making the arrest, displayed a revolver.
Nathan Hendricks made tlhe plea that
he was defending his brother when he
fired the fatal shot.
He. was convicted of murder in the third degree
and was sentenced to serve eight
years in the penitentiary.
The case
was appealed to the supreme court,
and has been remanded for a new
trial, which will take place during
this terra of court. Nathan is out
on $15,000 bond.
er

CLOSING EXERCISES AT
THE HARWOOD HOME

The school year at the Harwood
Home for Girls, closed Thursday
evening last, with very pleasing exercises.
Six of the young ladies contested
for medals offered by the W. C. T. U.
of this city.
The selections were all of a high
order and each one was exceedingly
well done. The Judges found themselves quite at a loss to discriminate
between the several participants.
Two medals were offered one for
the Spanish speaking girls and one
for those who spoke In English.
Of the former, Miss Luclnda Tru-Jill- o
was judged entitled to the honor,
and of the latter Miss Florence Ransom received slightly highest markings.
There was a large attendance of
friends from the city and the exercises were greatly enjoyed.
The Home has bad a very prosperous year, more than 65 scholars being
present during the entire school year.
The work done is of a high order
and year after year the influence of
Its work Is more and more apparent.
Most of the girls have gone to their
homes for the summer vacation and
the great bouse Is strangely still.
Stomach Troubles.
Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly
respected resident of Falsonia, Miss.,
was sick with stomoch trouble for
more than six months.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
cured her. She says:
"I can now
eat anything I want and am the
proudest woman in the world to find
such a good medicine." For sale by
all druggists. Samples free.

I

Just the thing to tempt the appetite (or breakfast, luncheon or
Light and dainty with
supper.
a flavor beyond compare. Made
with

The FURNITURE MAN

EIRfilR

Q)fl

Muffins that Fairly
Melt in Your Mouth

done.

Thursday afternoon

I sell it.

is the person want to get
Everybody is not from Missouri.
ahd can deliver the goods.

acquainted with,

and telegraph poles along Its banks
have been washed out and are floating
down the river.
At Cumbres Pass,
there Is still much' snow and It is
feared that when this melts and comes
down the river much harm will be
FAMOUS
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so. You Know What This Coupon Means

your special benefit.

want you to know how cheap

TERRITORIAL TOPICS
TRUST
ENLARGES PLANT.
The Raton plant of the Colorado
Telephone company of hat town, has
purchased lota on Park avenue and
will at once commence the erection
of a fine building, which will 'be used
(or their plant and offices. The
of the plant will not only be
greatly enlarged, but will also be
modernly equipped, which will require an expenditure of about $70,000.

If

SATURDAY,

want you to know how targe a stock of Furniture, Stoves, Ranges, Carpets,
Rugs, Linoleum, Window Shades, Draperies, China, Glass and Tinware I carry.

Cor. Coal and Second

TELEPHONE

EVENING CITIZEN.

"john: the evangelist". . is busy in porto rigo As

dry reading

RUDE AND UNLETTERED NATIVE
CLAIMING
GREAT RELIGIOUS
INSPIRATION, HAS GREAT FOLLOWING
SECT KNOWN
AS
"THE ANGELS" RIVALS DOWIE
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NEW

FOR SALE General
merchandise
and real estate, cheap for cash.
FOR SALE Ranches, one-hal- f
mlie
south of the city of Albuquerque;
suitable for aristocratic country
homes and for truck or general
farming; plenty of well water to be
had at from ten to forty feet.
FIFTEEN-ACRranch, alout three
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
two ditches; best irrigating conditions; raise anything; best soil la
the valley.
THE PORTO RICO "EVANGELIST."
THOUSANDS of Cottonwood trees top
transplanting.
river to stop and flow, back; and I hat to listen, to the dear brother, but LOTS in different parts of the city.
say to that dear .brother that within far such there is a hot tar hat in hell
Will sell cheap on monthly payment
three days he will be blind and lag- which will bum their heads.
plan.
"Ti;e ignorant as well as all who
ging alms.
"I do not point out thav dear art' looking to 'The Elect,' and those
Special Record Breaking Offer.
brother, for you, brethren, will soon upon" the trees who are called photo- TWO LOTS, one big store witn full
graphers,
(two men with kodaks
know him.
stock of general merchandise; two
"There are miny here, your breth- were up on the trees), they will all
extra rooms in store; large back
ren, who have not taken .off their become blind."
yard; barn, and wagon shed;
house adjoining the store.
Will sell "dirt cheap" for cash.
Prices and other information dehe wanted to et far away quickly
THE BISHOP'S MEETING
sired made known on application in
and did net desire to run any risks
person
or writing to owner.
of being overtaken and scolded by his
The bishops of the Methodist Episwho is understood
held
their
copal
have
church
Just
to have strongly opposed the match.
meeting at Evanston,
However, she failed to give chase, ill.,
and a letter from Bishop H. W.
and they enjoyed the first twenty-fou- r
Warner, just received, informs Dr.
923 So. Second St.
hours of their honeymoon In roman- Thomas Harwood that the New Mextic and blissful peace.
New Mexico
ico conference will be held by Bishop Albuquerque,
They went up to Wlckenburg, ana David
H. Moore, D. D., commencing
expected to drift 'back Into the city at Roswell on October 11. The English
the next day, by which time it was and Spanish at Socorro, October 14, PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
expected Mrs. McClung would have next.
reconciled herself to the fact that the
Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City
ceremony had been performed and
Not if as Rich as Rockefeller.
Building Bonds" and addressed to the
could not lie broken.
yon har all the wealth of Rocke "City Clerk,
If
Albuquerque, N. M.,"
Mrs. Neil is a very charming
magnate, you will
woman. She has been In the city tihe feller, the Standard Oil
received
le
at the office of the
not buy a better medicine for city clerk of Albuquerque,
past two years, having . come there could
N. M., unbowel complaints than Chamberlain's til 12 o'clock,
noon,
with her mother from the east. Mr. Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
June 4, 1906, for
an
issue
emof
thirty
Neil Is a bartender, and has been
thousand (130,000)
can not dollars of city building
ployed for several years as manager The most eminent physician
bonds of the
preparation
prescribe
for
a
better
city
Albuquerque,
of
N. M.
of the Adams bar.
certicolic and diarrhoea, both for children fied check for one thousand A($1,000)
msuccess of dollars must accompany
The
unlfor
adults.
and
bid,
Don't think that piles can't be cured.
remedy has shown It to be su- said sum to be forfeited to each city,
Thousands of obstinate cases have this
the
falls, as liquidated damages, by
never
perior
all
It
others.
to
been cured by Doan's Ointment. 50 and when reduced with water and
the bidder
In case of failure ot performance by
cents at any drug store.
sweetened. It Is pleasant to take. him if his bid Is accepted.
Every family should be supplied with
Said city building bonds are to bo
Jas. J. Corbett has whipped a man. it. Sold by all druggists.
Issued in the denomination 'of one
Hope this doesn't encourage him to
o
thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are
enter the ring again
Try a Citizen want ad.
to bear Interest at a rate not to exceed four (4) per cent per annum,
and are to be sold at not less than
their par value. Both principal and
interest are to be paid in New York
city and the interest is to be payable
semi annually on the first days of January and July of each year.
Said bonds rc to be payable at the
option of the city, twenty (2i) years
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
years after date. The right is reserved to reject any and all bids.
For further information, address
Harry F. Ix?e. City Clerk, Albuquer-

Four-Cylind-

11

COMMERCE

General Merchandise and Real Estate
For Sale.

semi-annu-

m

The

most thrilling tale of flctL .i Is not
half so absorbing as the pages of
a bank book.
The tale of a bank book Is never
too long, each page is intensely interesting and will bear re reading.
The happy end Is always welcomed.
In order to enjoy the pagss, each,
man must own his own bank book.
The way to do this Is to opem an
account with

THE BANK OF

Wade. Ellis, attorney general of
Ohio, has commenced a fight to oust pRAN AWAY WITH HIS LADY FAIR,
the Standard Oil company from the
IN AN
AUTOMOBILE
TO THE
state In which it was born. Ellis has
NORTH,
a
night
had
conference wUh Roosevelt
and Garfield, and it is said that they
Praxmix had' an up to date elopewill assist him in his fight.
ment the other afternoon, when Bruce
Neil and Miss Nellie McClung wore
married, and fled in an automobile to
avoid the wrath of the bride's mother,
says tne Gazette.
The ceremony was performed at
the Dorris about 2:30 o'clock In the
National League.
afternoon, by Judge J. M. Burnett.
At Pittsburg
R. H. E. No one wias present but the necessary
Pittsburg
o 5 3 witnesses, a couple of
the bride's
Philadelphia
2 8 0 friends, Iona Huntington
and Rosa
Batteries
Phillppl and Peltz; M&ei Long.
Sparks and Dooin.
After the ceremony the party stroll
R, H. E. ed quietly down to the Huntsjnan-SheldoAt St. Louis
St. Louis
8 11 1
automobile garage, where
Chicago
4 10 4 Mr.
auto was awaiting them,
Batteries Egan and Raub; Wicker readyNeil's
for the diash north.
and Kllng.
Though Mr. Neil has luity his machine f jt several weeks, land fcas been
American League.
practicing In the operation of it quite
At Boston
h. H. E. persistently,
he did not trust the maSt. Louis
8 9 1
chine to liis own guidance. Evidently
Boston
3 6 4
Batteries Smith and Rickey;
and Graham.
At Washington
R. H. E.
Washington
o 4 4
4 11
Detroit
WASHINGTON
0
WOMAN
Batteries
Hughes and I ley don;
HONORS CAVALRY TROOP.
Washington, 1). c., May 12. It is Mullln and Schmidt.
At Philadelphia-Chicagnot often that a troop of cavalry of
game post
the regular army is so well treated (Mined on account of wot grounds.
In return for its gratuitous labors In
Western League.
behalf of charity as has boen Troop
At Puolilo
R. H. E.
H of tho I3th Cavalry, on duty at
Pueblo
2 12 e
Fort Meyer, Va., which took part in a
Omaha
3 7 1
chrrlty fete given at John R.
Batteries Minor and Messitt, Sancountry house near Washington, in behalf of tho San Francisco ders and Gonding.
At Sioux City
R. I I.E.
sufferers. The Washington woman
1
6 3
Who had Obtained 41ib services rf
io Sioux City
6 7 1
troop was anxious to do something for l)es Moiiicn
Batteries
McCabe,
Reeder and
them. She "t the leading caterer of
the town to send out an elaborate I less; Blinker and Towne.
At Hnver
R. II. E.
luncheon of sandwiches. Ice cream
S
3
3
and caliO with some keirs nf Imnr Denver
3
6
2
added to which she presented the! Lincoln
Batteries
Wright, Welgardt and
troop with a sliver loving cup, inscribed "Bravely They Rode, and Zahisky; Kyler and Zlnran.
Weil."
Nothing has recently pleased
American Association.
army people more than this act in
At Kansas City
acknowledgement of the services of
3
Kansas City
the troop.
ImliajiajHilis
11
At Minneapolis
Pottmaster Robbed.
3
G. W. Fonts, postmaster at River-ton-, MinneaiKilis
4
la., nyarly lost his life and was Columbus
The Oldsmobile
Palace Touring Car, Model S, is cliainless (shaft driven)
p..
At Milwaukee
robbed of all comfort, according to
wheel base, 4 vertical water-coole- d
cylinders, weighs 2300 lbs., price l j'UMi.
5
Milwaukee
his letter, which says: "K-o20 years
along
the lines of the most approved European practice and in size, workmanship, power and
It Is made
4
I had chronic liver complaint, which lvouibvillt.
praciical features equals cars selling from $0000.00 to J3j00.no.
ld to suchmya severe case of jaundice Fanners, mechanics, railroaders, la.Nowhere can ou puicnase a car for this price that will give the service that ou require. It will climb
that oven
finser nails turned yel1'i'ls; Ko through sand, mud and over all road conditions, as it has a uememlous power and a wide rang" of
low; when my doctor prescribed Elec- borers rely on Dr. Thomas' Electric
tric Bitters; which cured mo and Oil. Takes the sting out of cuts, burns
sped without changing gears.
have kept nie well for eleven years." or bruises lit once. Pain cannot stay
Write us ut once for catalogue and let us help you arrange to see this car, or, which we can make iinine-lia'- e
Sure cure for Biliousness, Neuralgia, where it is used.
delivery.
Weakness ami all Stomach, IJver,
HXt.) 114 flir fllenev lirniinultl.m I..
not ulc.u.lir tittnw.,1
Naturally.
Kidney and Bladder derangements. A
Misses Maggie and Bessie Cash, of
wonderful tonic. At all drug stores. Grand View, were shopping In the city I
ULUis XVlUiUK vVUKKb, Lansing, Mich.
J0 cents.
Monday. Spring City iTenn.) Star.
ifcremiinraii
. rrTzjnm
IIIHI llllilllllll1 tuna Hill
mr.-r- ,
t
.

not so with

the figures in a bank book.

CROWD.

Special Correspondence:
Ponce, P. R May 8. John Alexander I)owie may le down and out,
but he has a. worthy successor with
a following of thousands in the person of Jose Moralez, who at times
works the people into a frenzy and
has a fine stock of adjectives at his
(SteriliiMl)
command.
The eecti which Joae commands is
Nothing but purenullc and cream,
known as' "The Angels." Jose claims
minus the germ and water. Its
to be In communication with the
high percentage of butter-fa- t gives
spirit of John the Evangelist, and is
called John the Evangelist.
to cooking that much desired richThe man Is rude and unlettered.
ness and savoriness.
He has his headquarters in Jayuya.
He is literally covered with medals
Carnation Muffins
One pint flour, t tffff, ? taMttpootlrul tuffar, t full tettpoofl-ful- l aijd when he begins to preach ihe usbaking prmilrr. Dllutft enough Omatlnn Cream with
equal anwunt of water to make a batter when adted. Salt to ually covers his head and face with
taste Pour Into hot muffin tin hl h hai been well buttered, a towel.
He asserts that he rememand bake In a quick oven. Try with a broom ftraw. If attaw
cornea out dry, they are done.
bers nothing of what (he preaches.
The populace prostrate themselves
ANOTHER BAITER
before him and there Is a scramble
to kiss his hands and feet when he
OF STANDARD rides by on horseback.
His preaching is mostly denunciation of various religious bodies. Your
correspondent was present at a recent meeting when there were fully
8,000 of the. poorest and most ignorant
of the Island's population present.
An excerpt from the talk will show
the style of sermons delivered by the
second edition of Dowie.
"John the Evangelist, through this
sinner, comes to tell your brethren
that bad men of science in order to
' N ;
I
decelvo your brethren formed six
I
sects named Protestant, Espirltlsm,
Masons,
Freemasons,
Jokers and
Cheats, who will go right straight to
hell.
V
"Hi re U one of your brethren who
In his mind is asking me if I am the
God man, why do I not command the

--

a rule, figures are

T-T's-3

tr

A.

Bratina

que, N. M.
By order of the cltv council.
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
May 2, 1906.
0

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
209 West Railroad avenue, is
to give thorough scalp treat
nient, do hair dressing, trpat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manlcur.
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up tha
skin and Improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be injurious. She also prepares a hair tonic
that cures and prevents dandruff and
hair falling out; restores life to dead
hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous hair. Also a face powder,
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
cure. All of these preparations are
purely vegetable compounds. Have
just added a vibnwor machine for
treatment of scalp, face ond cure of
wrinkles. It is also used for rheumatism, pains and massage.
pra-pare-

Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner?
Tongue coated? Bitter jaste? Complexion rallow? Liver needs waking
up. Doan's Regulets cure bilious atI
25 cents at any drug store.
( tacks.
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PAGE SEVEN.

mit of the comforts and necessities
sanatorium life, end. the gift was
No
accepted by the manageflient.
THiS CHANCE TO
feur is expressed of keeping the cottage occupied and the only regret Is
that there are not more wealthy phiOF CALIFORNIA
BARGAINS IN
1 'iM
lanthropists in tlie
who have
possibilities
awakened to the
of well
Largest Life Insurance Co. West of the Mississippi
applied phllantropy In the arid ior-tlogreat
southwest, whose
cf the
THIRTY-EIGHTANNUAL STATEMENT SHOWS:
dry climate and altitude annually
draw hundreds of health seekers too
$10,803,293.00
Assets
Approved
weak to work, and yet. too poor to
946,362.06
Holders
to
Policy
Surplus
main'aln an independent existence,
4,637,746.61
Income for 1905
LAP ROBES
stid who, in plain sight of health and
life, are compelled to return to their
94,836,637.00
Insurance In Force
AND ETC,
eastern homos, there to eke out a miserable existence of a few months and
COMPARE THIS WITH YOUR POLICY.
then die. There Is plenty of room
policy provides: Weekly sick leneflt, $50; weekly
A
$10,000
for philanthropy of this character, and
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
not, distant, It Is to be hoped
some
day
per
$100
$00; if Injured on public conveyance,
benefit,
accident
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
there wall be well endowed Instituweek; for total disability, $10,000, in ten annual Installments; In
tions nil over the southwest for
case of death, $10,000; canh, or paid up insurance at maturity. DiviCO.
health seekei.
dends paid annually.
pavilion
Work on. the Woodvllle
. .a 11.
I ...
I ..
!
an.l tn. (.11,7 KIIIJIUIIUIU
f,ll .
iiii.uo m
Annual Cost per $1,000, at tne age or 3i years
Is well under way.
The funds for
Call on or address,
Information,
further
For
Hall and his subsequent death, struck erecting this handsome and useful
a note of profound sorrow. He
building were raised among friends
a personal acquaintance lu and admirers of the late Henry WoodTrinidad possessed by few men and vllle, of Philadelphia,, who spent sevFor New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
his death takes a splendid citizen eral years in this vicinity for his
Payson Ripley, trainma.ster, whs in from the community.
htaK'h, and who finally sucenmoed to
Auto. Phone 730
1, N. T. Armijo Building.
No.
Room
the metropolis yesteTday from headthe dread disease. The building will
BY
HOT
STRAY
BULLET
In
Mareial.
San
quarters
pebble
mission style, with
AND INSTANTLY KILLED le of
removable walls on throe sides. On
MERCHANT JTAILORING
G. M. Smith, one of the auditors til Visiting a dance hall in San
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
the enclosed side will lie a fire place
Harvey system, arrived in' the dino, Cal., solely in the capacity of and stage, for amateur theatricals, and
city last evening from Las Vegas, on an Innocent spectator and bystander, on' the opposite end will be a billiard UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSa railroad man
Michael Rennahan,
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMFER STABLES.
a business trip.
The building
employed by the Santa Fe road, for- table, card, tables, etc. finished,
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exinside
handsomely
lie
will
Traveling Passenger and Freight merly of Las Vegas and well known
changed.
My merchant tailoring shop Is upAgent Cook, accompanied by his throughout New Mexico, was the vic- and out and will be a credit to the
The sanatorium Is In a stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- BEST TURNOUTS IN THE qiTY
brother. A, J. Cook, of Chicago, were tim of a stray bullet fired at random institution.
condition and Is getting nue, where I solicit the patronage of Second Street, between Railroad and
at Santa Fe yesterday on business for during the course of a quarrel between flourishing
Copper Avenue.
Dr. EX S. Bullock Is the public. All work guaranteed first-clastwo of the inmates of the hall, and good results.
the Santa Fe read.
Mc- as I have had fifteen years' exwas instantly killed. Rennahan was the medical director and Wayne
ELITE CAFE
manager. perience in the business. Suits made
G. W. Saunders, who has been night well known throughout
both New VeaRh Wilson the business
engineer on the switch engines at Mexico and Arizona, and was known
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
night for some time past at Needles, and liked by almost every employe of
repaired. The specific 1 use will not
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
injure the cloth. Ijadies' garments WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
resigned and has gone to braking out the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
(Homestead Entry No. 6293.)
of Winslow.
road. He is a son of John Rennahan Department of the Interior, Land of also cleaned and walking skirts made SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
of WatrotiB. The father was notified
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., April 26, to order. Give me a trial.BAMBINI.
I S. Sptucer, formerly with, the of his son's death and
O.
left at once for
1S06.
Harvey people In Kansas City, was San Bernardino.
Notice is hereby given that the fol Sciatica Cured After Twenty Years
tn the city for short time last evena
CLEANING
CARPET
STEAM
lowing named settler has filed noing, en route to the El Tovur hotel, RAILROAD MEN ARE
of Torture.
tice of his intention to make final For more than twenty years Mr. J.
where ne will accept a position in the
INDICTED
ROSWELL
AT
Grand Canyon resort. He "has a
He Is thu
Cleans everything.
A special dispatch from Roswell, proof In supports of his claim, and B. Massey, of 3322 Clinton St., Minbrother, F. C. Spencer, with tie Har dated May 10, says: The Pecos Valley that said proof will be made before neapolis, Minn., was tortured by
Moving, pack-InMan.
Furniture
vey people at Williams, in charge of & Northeastern Railway company has the United States Court Commissioner sciatica. The pain and suffering
and shipping, unpacking and
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on June which he endured during this time is
the curio rooms.
setting up, and Is no upstart at
been indicted by the United States 6,
y
1906,
of
Lopez,
Garcia
viz.:
Jesus
Nothing
comprehension.
beyond
the business. There Is no other
federal grand jury of this district on Carpenter,
Bernalillo county, New gave him any permanent relief until
The San Bernardino Times-Inde- x
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
charge or violating the act of con Mexico,
says: O. B. St. Clair left for Las Ve- tne
west
southof
half
for
the
the
gress of February 4, 1887, and known
Palm Balm.
he used Chamberlain's
737 8outh Walter Street.
gas, New Mexico, where he will be as
12, township
quarter
of
west
section
reOne application of that liniment
the "Elklns law," an act to regulate 10
range
5
east.
division foreman in the mechanical Interestate
north,
commerce.
lieved the pain end made sleep and
department there. Mr. St. Clair has
He names the following witnesses rest possible, and lesB than one bottle
The Indictment alleges that the railprove
"been employed at San Bernardino for way In
his
to
continuous
residence
If
has effected a permanent cure.
June last year, in order to in- upon
the past year and a half and was re- duce Charles
de Bremond, C. viz.: and cultivation oof said land, troubled with sciatica or rtieumatlsra PAINTS. OILS. VARNISHES AND
cently promoted to roundhouse fore- Y. Martin and Marie
why not try a
bottle of Pain
others unknown to the
BRUSHES.
man.
Leandro Jaramlllo, Pedro Garcia, Balm and see for yourself how
grand jury, to ship out of the Fifth juSaddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather,
Olguln
Gutierrez,
Francisco
Ilarlo
and
quickly it relieves the pain. For sale Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal
The Optic says: William SHiultz, dicial district their property and wool, all of Carpetner, New Mexico.
by all druggists.
passenger engineer on the Santa Fe defrayed the expense and paid to the
metto Roof Paint ; lasts five years and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
stops leaks. Caen paid for Hides and
branch, will shortly build an addition Roswell Wool and Hide company storhavRegister.
newspapers
are
York
The New
Pelts.
to tils home at the corner of Grand age charges amounting to $102, and
o
a
constitutes
to
as
dispute
a
what
'lng
transported the wool of these
408
AVENUE
WEST RAILROAD
and Tilden avenues. He will also re- then
any
Oil,
name,
by
Standard
other
what
as
is,
to
gentleman
that
pair his two houses on Railroad ave- parties over the Pecos Valley &
the
York.
same
in
Missouri.
New
gentleman
of
a
stitutes
nue. According to reports, Mr. Shultz Northeastern line.
THIRD STREET
It further alleges that, the railway I
intends to remove his family from company
ex- -;
defray
to
refuses
the
ithey
resided
Fe,
have
where
Santa
penses and storage charges of other
since leaving Las Vegas.
shippers, whose wool was shipped
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Herman Swltzer returned yester- over their line. Seven wool men ap- Steam Sausage Factory.
day from El Paso, where he has been peared as witnesses before the grand
for several days past superintending jury. Bremond and Martin are prom- EMIL KLEINWORT.
the opening of tiie Harvey curio inent wool growers, and, It Is alleged.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
rooms in the new Union depot re- they range and shear their' sheep
cently erected in the Pass City. Mr. closer to the Rock Island west of Ros- Swltzer said that the rooms were well than they do to the Pecos Valley
open and nat the business was in & Northeastern lines. The penalty
THE CELEBRATED
For a change why not make that visit to Califorfull swing, and was proving as suc- provided by the act Imposes a fine of
early In the season? You'll enjoy It. Visit Grand
cessful there as It had elsewhere not less than $1,000 nor more than
nia
$20,000.
along the Sauta Fe.
Canyon en route. Stop over and see the Petrified
Forest. Ride through the country of fruits and flowT. B. Drury, chief clerk of the ear NFW MEXICO
ers. Attractive and Inexpensive variable route tours
department in the local Santa Fe
within the means of almost every one. About one-ha- lf
shops, who resigned a few days ago,
COTTAGE SANITORIUM
the usual rate. Long limit and liberal stopover privileft last evening for California, where
leges. .I'll help you plan a trip. Tickets on sale April
lie goes to accept a new position. As AT
SILVER CITY, RECEIVES A'
a slight tokn of the high esteem and
2 to May 6, lncusive.
CONTRIBUTION
$5,000
OF
FROM
employes
regard In which his fellow
Bottled in Bond.
The Santa Fe is the line of fast trains, modern
ANDREW CARNEGIE. "
held Win, Mr. Drury was presented by
cars
Pullmans,
comfortable
chair
luxurious
and
and
ring,
them with a beautiful diamond
.
The New Mexico Cottage
Harvey meals,
track, block signals.
upon his resignation. He has made
situated
of
miles
north
three
Albumany friends during his stay In
city,
N.
in
valley,
B.
the Sliver City
Members of the Mystic
querque, who heard of his resignation this
has been given $5,000 by Andrew
delegates to National ConShrine
and
Distillers.
with regret.
Carnegie, the steel king and phllan- gress of Mothers, both to be held at
KY.
FRANKFORT,
May
on
Angeles
11,
7 and
Los
between
maa"
n""on lnBl,
The Scenic Limited is the name of
S.,,000
says
additional,
should take advantage of this offer.
raise
an entirely new and eolid vestibuled foment
Descriptive folder free.
lighted Ith Enterprise
electric
Pullman
train.
part
,a'rBe
of this amount has
MELINI & EAKIN
T. E. PURDY,
throughout,
composed of drawing! ,A
among
already
teen raised
friends of
Albuquerque, N. M.
ro:m sleeping cars, dining car. bnf-- ne
Sole Agents.
lnsitution in the east, so that it
fet. smoking and library car and ob- question or only a short time
Albuquerque, N. M.
servation car, to be operated by the '
1h
Carnegie gift will be avail-thAutomatic Phone, 199.
w,7
Denver & Rio Gnande railroad during al,leThe money bo raised will be
summer season between Denver
,n
building twenty more tent
and Ogden. This train will also take P155
passengers for Colorado Springs, Pu- - cottages already in use, and witJh the
eblo. Canon City, Lcadville, Glenwood additional numlier, the sanitorium will
PIONEER BAKERY
,aiM" i' " ""J parents,
Springs, Grand Junction and Salt ""'f
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
The sanatorium has also been the
Lake City. The service will be in recipient
(Successor to Bailing Bros.)
of another much apprecie
augurated Sunday, June 3, and
gift, in the 6hape of an endowed
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
daily during the tourist season ated
cattage. John R. Converse, president
of 1906.
IN HONOR OF THE
of tha Baldwin locomotive works, of
W desire patronage and we guarPhiladelphia, lelng the donor. Mr.
antee first lass baking.
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS MAY
207 Snuth First Street, Albuquerque.
CHANGE HEADQUARTERS Converse's son is In the cattle busi- Reports are current to the effect ness on the Upper Gila, and it was
TOTI a OH AD I
that the officers of the Brotherhood of while visiting the latter In this city
Locomotive Engineers are trying to!' about a year ago, that Mr. Converse
in
Groceries, Provisions Hay.
Dealers
f
arrange plans by which the headquar- - Ixcame acquainted with the matchless
Grain and Fuel.
ters of the brotherhood will be moved climate of Silver City and its tonic
GRAND ELECTRIC PAGEANT WITH 15,000 SHRINERS
LINE
Fine IJne of Imported Wines, Liquors
from Cleveland, Ohio, to Chicago. If, effects. Recently Mr. Converse
DAY FIRE WORKS
GORGEOUS FLORAL PAWADE
and Cigars. Place your orders for
arrangements
can be pressed a desire to endow a cottage
this line with us.
A WEEK OF STARTLING ENTERTAINMENT
made it is said a large office building a.ti the sanatorium for the use of those
will be erected in Chicago out of the tuliercui is patinits too poor to
213 215 217 NORTH THIRD STREET.
reserve funds of the order.
.
Chicago is recognized as one of the
great railroad centers of the country,)
and would be much more convenient
4r!lZ&
"""""
BSSSSStM.
rflHrt"rr"nW
SZZZB.
for brotherhood purposes than is
Cleveland, which was chosen In the WtiT
first place chiefly Ivcause it was the
home of the late P. M. Arthur, the
first executive head of the
Of

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance

SE-CU-

Go.

Out of Our

Pocket

wt

n

3

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

1

1 T

RAILROAD

NOTES

1

Into Yours
Our Top Buggies and
Runabouts mult warm
We need the Soar
space for another ear.
It's a time to help
yourself by helping oa.
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $123.00; now
146X0 to $108.00
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140X0- - now
$52.50 to $123.00
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Con
cords, Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc Out of town business solicited.
Write for catalogue and prices

Carriage
Co
Albuaueraue
Corner First end
toad.
Tljeraa

F. B. SCHWENTKER, Manager

ed

dli,

POST-OFFIC-

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart;
aaftlag,
PuUeys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Colamna and Iron fronts let
Buildings.
Kapalra on Mining and Mill Machinery a mpeolalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albaqsereas. H. .
.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
Gf nrral Building SoppHes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

s.

ZZXXZZZXXOZ4

FlpURE ONWITH US
Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binders,

g

Presses & Farm Machinery

Hay

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE,

& C0.9
N. M.

Thos. F. Keleher

.Kit
aaaaiiiiiil

25-ce-

--

con-sme- lls

Meat Market

WE FILL

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
o
o

At Consistent
Prices

CALIFORNIA

j

j

j

OCOOOOOOCOCOO

Wootton

&

Myer,

'

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

--

3

m

CO

AND

Ranches

(

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

"

c

J

RANKIN & CO.

Aft

7V Am

208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.

LAS FL0RES

Los Angeles, May 21 1906

j

Lucero

IP to daTe signs

-

Imperial Council of the Mystic Shrine

Farms

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE,
,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
)
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Bulldlngr. '

e

LA FIESTA DE

and

oooooooco

1

ocn-tlnu-

RENTALS

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

I o ji

Sanai-torium-

'pi.

Real Estate

11

A. E. WALKER,
riRB

INSURANCE.

IKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOCOO

SCREEN TIME
It

and Window
her.
screens made to order.
Door

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at 217 West Railroad
avenue.

M,

MILL

KXXDCOCOCOCXXDCXXOCXXOCOO

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

B. A. SLEYSTER
REAL

INSURANCE,

ESTATE-NOTARY Groceries,
Cigars and Tobacco, and"
All Kind of Fresh Meat.
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque 300 North Broadway, corner of Wash
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M
Automatic Telephone, 174.

gglgj

NEW RAILROAD PUSHING
WORK ACL ALONG THE LINE
The St. Ivouis, Rocky Mountain &

Pacific company are punning work
rapidly all along their line, from IHs
Moines to Elizatiethtown. Much of the
steel is now laid from Clifton House
south and west, and grading is being
rushed in the Cimarron, across the
country around iilack nicsa, and on
east toward Des .Moines, ays the
Raton Range. Grading camps and
gangs of men are to be encountered
on every section of the right of way
now, and very few railroads in the
same character of country have lieen
built fasler. Final surveys are being
made into Haton, now and work will
soon begin on the Inst stretch of track.
FATE OF ENGINEER

HALL AT MOUNT DORA.

Charles M. Hall, one of the oldest
conductors, In point of service, on the
Colorado & Southern, and one of the
best known and nxt popular railroad
men in southern Colorado, fell umler
the wheels of an engine at Mount
Dora, N. M . Wednesday morning, and
died a few hours later in a Pullman
car, while the train was racinn to
Trinidad.
His wife, who hud been
taken to Mount Dora on a special train
as soon as the accident was learned
l
n
of at Trinidad, was with him
the dread summons came, and the
last words of "Charlie" Hall, courageous in the face of death.
ho has
always been in life, are said to have
been "He brave!" Throughout Trinidad, the word of the terrible accident which had befallen "Charley"

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
L&zaied on the Helen

of The Atchison. Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fc Railway

3al32 is 31 miles south of Albuquerque; N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of 1.090

80 sod
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publle school aouto, cost- of 1,500 inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; tbe Belen Patent Roller Bill, capacity, ISO barrels dally; large winery; tares motels,
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans aud hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated.

buslnebi sod residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad

t:trGX; churches. Commercial club; a population
j u; vjrints, etc.
Belen li tne largest shipping point
U.

r8T

70-fo-

LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA

D 1 :ctc effored are in tbe center of tbe city, well grided, (many
ill ill V2Ci yard, drug store, barnett shop, etc., etc. Also

Bret-clas-

FL

rtQUTE W.LL

of them Improved by cultivation)
s

;

GO OVEP

do sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

modern hotel.

flrtt-cla-

si

bakery, tailor toop. t'ooe home, Jeweler, plumbing shop. eiaalBg mill,
v

TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

The?
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en JOHN BECKER,, President
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ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN.

EVENING

SATURDAY,

LOCAL, AND

PERSONAL
1A uircTDmi nnih

tuec

DAY AND WEATHER.

Fair In south portion; showers ana
colder weather In north portion late
tonight and Sunday.

Bay a Pair Today
that

DON'T TUT OFK BUYING
TAIR OF IXW shoes you
HAVE mOMISED YOURSELF. NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT
TO GET JUST WJIAT YOU WANT. WE SHOW SOME EXTRA
SNA IT Y STYLES IN PATENT KID, GUN METAL, VICI KID
AND CANVAS IN BLACK, TAN,

WHITE OR GRAY

AND

PRICES ARE RIGHT.
MEN'S

PATENT COLT OXFORDS

MEN S VICI KID AND VELOUR
MEN S CANVAS

OXFORDS,

$3.00

CALF OXFORDi.

DARK

CANVAS

BOY'S OXFORDS,

OXFORDS,

.$2.25

. .

$4 00

$3-5-

$3.00

$3.50

GRAY

WOMEN'S PATENT KID OXFORDS
WOMEN'S SVICI KID OXFORDS....
WOMEN'S

OUR

'

$i.50
$1.65

$2.50

$2.75

$3.50

$2.25

$2.75

$3.00

Whita or Gray. .$1.25 $1.50 $2.00 $2.75

BLACK OR TAN

$1.50

CHILDREN'S OXFORDS, BLACK. WHITE OR TAN

1.85

Sunrise, 4:57; sunset, 6:55; sun'4
minutes fast; length of sunlight, 13
hours and 58 minutes, having gained
13 minutes since last Saturday.
The
moon rose at 11:28 last night, and
will enter upon its last quarter next
Tuesday. There will be two first
quarters of the moon this month. The
first occurred at 1:52 In the afternoon
of May 1, and the second will occur
at 1:09 in the morning of May 31. The
day has been warm, partially cloudy
during a portion of the day, occasionally windy and dusty. Indications
continue to point to rain, which manages to keep away. On this day,
which was also Saturday, May 12,
1900, there was held in this city a
conference of Baptist ministers and
lay delegates to consider the proposal to organize the Santa Fe Association of Baptist Churches of New
Mexico.
ARRIVAL

$2.50

$1.00 $1.25 $1.50

OF TRAINS.

Following was the 4 o'clock report
of the arrival of Snnta Fe passenger

trains:
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

on tinio.

7,
7,

first division, 11:45 p. m.
second division, 12:43 p. m.
on time.
7:55 p. m.
on time.

several hundred dollars each during
the season, and nuny of the laborers
are lovs who attend 1h, Indian school
during the winter
of tho terrltorv
man lu.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Louis Lfeld left this
They will
morning for the fn-t- .
visit Kansas City, Chicago and New
York, nnd will suit on the Kaiser
Wilhelm from New York city on May
22, for Kiinn'.oThey will visit ail
tin prliuii il cities and resorts of the
old world, and will be absent from the
territory tor a year or more.
Superintendent, and Mrs. John Stein
alter n stay here of a couple of days
'.ruing r r Las Vegas.
left this
lit
slated that he had no definite in
formal ion as to who will (succeed Mr.
Cheatham, us manager of tho Alva- r.uli). Inn thought a successor woum
be announced from tho Kansas City
headciuarters in a few days
John V. Mail, W. 13. Church and C.
It. Roach, of Denver, and V. T. Thorn
as. f Raton will be at Algodoncs inmorrow night, and on .Monday,- in
comrany with A. J. Frank, thev will
iro over the surveyed line of railroad
trom Algodoncs to the oil well, a distance of about seven miles, and
should these promoters build the line,
It will undoubtedly
tothe
lagan c al fields.
Mrs. Kontdoux. a soprano with a
voice of exceptional sweetness and
range, will sing at lxarnard & LJn- demann's music store
t.nigiit at
7:30 o'clock for the benrflt of whoever cares to call, as the entertain
ment afforded In this manner by the
square music dealers. Is entirely
gratis. M:s. Robidoux sang thin afternoon to a large and appreciative
audience.
111

FOR SALE
A

beautiful pair of diamond earan extraordinary
bargain; only $178. On display In our
how window, 118 Railroad avenue.
Rosenfield, the Pawn Broker. The
man you can trust.
WANTED, "STORAGE.
lour heating stoves stored for the
summer.
j. w. MASTERS,
118 Gold Avenue.

Last Summer We Sold

ring, unredeemed;

considerably less than

450,000 Pairs of Shoes,,.
QUITE

IVES, THE FLORIST.

itruuuuuuii
Bebber Optical Co.
Gold Avenue

$3 50

Glasses
Adjusted.

FOR A W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE.

Tested.
T

4- -

LENSES GROUND

ON

PREMISES

1

F. F. TROTTER

iitUttii'i1

,p-

-

day.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Maynar d Co.
Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH SECOND

STREET.

THE SODA THIRST
It hag come and we were never
better able to entertain it. Treat
your throat at our fountain.
--

NEW

O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL CHERRY SISTERS
AMERICAN BEAUTY
J. H.

O

RIELLY GO

LUMBER,

t

Druggists

-

Barnett Building

CEMENT,

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

WE

TAKE

THOUGHT

of fit and style, and you could not come in
here and go out as a purchaser unless the
Suit or Overcoat you bought fitted you to

our satisfaction. STEIN-BLOCmake
our clothes and this assures the closest approach to fit and
American
tailors can effect. You had better try us
We can beat your tape-lin- e
artist every time.
H

style-perfecti-

on

Emllinno Sanddval, the sheriff of
Sandoval county, who was 'herre yesterday, returned to IVernallllo l!his
morning.
Dr. and Mrs. W. W. Spargo are entertaining the hitter's brother, V. H.
Harrison, who has arrived 10 remain
.
here a few weeks.
Ixni Mcliae, the Chilill sheep raiser,
Is in the city for a few days. He says
Hhe Chilili country is In excellent con- flit Ion for sheep raiding.
Rev. George J. Julllard, the parish
priest at Gallup, is In the city. Rev.
Julllard is the editor and published of
The Catholic Pioneer, a monthly mag.
azine.
Colonel W. M. Berger, wlio registers from t)he "City of Rolen." and
one of the most gallant veterans of
the lower valley, was here yesterday
on business.
A. J. Little and L. V. Galles, representing the State Life Insurance
company of Indianapolis, Ind., are visiting the northern towns. They were
at Santa Ke yesterday.
George W. Parks, the master mechanic and trainmaster of the Zuni
Mountain railway, is In the city from
Thoreau for a, few days. Mrs. Parks
and children reside in San Diego,
Cal.
Rev.

U W. Havens leaves tonight
for San M irclal, whore (lie. will siend
Sunday In tho interest of the New
Mexico
Ieague, a branch
of which ho will organize while in
that city.
Al Rcthenlve.rg. of the house of
Rothenbwg & Schloss, cigar dealers,
arrived in tlui city on No. 3 today
from Kansas City, and will remain
several days looking after the affairs
cf tho company at this place.
Hon. J. W. Gleed, the attorney who
has been here the past week on matters of interest to the Trust Company
of America, New York City, left this
morning for the east. The above company Is Interested in land and mineral
holdings at Copperton and in the Rio
Puerco country west of this city.
This afternoon at 3:30 o'clock Rev.
Rollins, pastor of the First MeOhodlst
Episcopal church, at the parsonage,
joined In marriage Dr. George O.
Keck and Miss Allerta C. Crowe. The
former Is the resident 'ihysician and
surgeon at the local Indian school,
and the bride Is one of the toachers.
Mrs. Agnes Morley Cleaveland and
Mrs. Montague Stevens, both of So
corro county, are in correspondence
with Paul Teutsch, the local steamship ticket agent, for tickets to Eu
rope nnd return. Mrs. Cleaveland de
sires to visit the Scandinavian ports,
while Mrs. Stevens will visit her par
ents near Ijoiidon.
Chiairlts E. Dagenette, the outing
agent of tho Indians, returned to the
city lat night from Santa Ke, from
which city ho visited the nearby villages, and secured quite a list of In
dians to work during the summer in
the sugar beet fields of Colorado. Mr.
DagenuMe says these Indians make

The third annual session of the Albuquerque Business College will open
Monday, June 4, In the Library Building. Courses In Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Typewriting; also both high and
graded school courses with Geo. 8.
Ramsay at manager, assisted by Miss
Tennant and Mrs. Roberts.
YOURS
FOR
THE
TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL

R.R

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT, SOLO

1 1

ONE OF THE BEST GAMES OF
THE SEASON WILL BE PLAYED

AT TRACTION PARK SUNDAY AFBEGINNING
AT 2:30
O'CLOCK.
THE ALBUQUERQUE
BROWNS VS. BARELAS GRAYS.

TERNOON,

ATTEND OUR $50,000 SALE MAY
19. IT WILL PAY YOU.
L.
KEMPENICH.

Whitcomb Springs Delightful
resort, is now open to the
Good rooms, oood meals, rv.ru.
thing clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
o

WE OFFER $50,000 WORTH OF
NEW,
STYLISH GOODS. ALMOST
AT HALF PRICE, AT OUR "KING
OF SALES." MAY 12 TO 19. L.

KEMPENICH.

If you want to se
1ht lightest
place la the city, notice the pool and
billiard parlor of M. Russamtr this
evening.
FIND THE

CHlCKtRING STORE

.

Wherever von en. vmi win fin tha
piano store that represents Chlcker-In- g
& Sons to be the best place to
look for pianos of less expensive
grade.
The name Chlckerlng Is in itself
almost a guarantee of that store's
methods. You may safely depend upon
Its advice as to the other maRes It
handles. In New Mexico the dickering is represented solely by
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.

iSIMON
STERN
Bfta Railroad Avenue Clothier

8 W. R. R. Ave.

Suits
$7.50 to $16

Two-Piec- e

Suits

TRY ONE
West Cold

E.L WASHBURN CO.

122
Second

iGirvJLJU S

Detroit
Special

Workmen, Attention!
Just Received The Famous Detroit Special Overalls and
Jackets. See Big Window Display. "THEY WEAR
LIKE A PIG'S NOSE'

90c

THE GARMENT.

EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED.

Whitney Company

AT TRACTION
PARK ' SUNDAY
AFTERNOON.
Al niinncD.
THE
QUE BROWNS WILL CROSS BATS
"MM I HE BARELAS GRAYS.
FINE GAME ASSURED.

Graham Bros, have just Installed a
new lighting system that Is giving ex- cuirto eausraciion. Drop in and aeelt.
PROSPECTIVE

BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka is the only lime
sold here that will not pop, crack or
Mister in the wall. Sp that if io
specified In your contract.
HAHN

CO.

&

ATTEND THE BASE BALI r.AMc
AT TRACTION PARK SUNDAY
AT
2:30 O'CLOCK.
GALLEGOS AND PETTUS WILL BE
THE BATTERY FOR THE BARELAS
GRAYS. TWO "UNKNOWNS" WILL
UO THE TWIRLING AND CATCHING
FOR THE ALBUQUEROIIF
BROWNS.

at a nominal cost,
Mitchnrr company,

talk

with

the

o
RESERVED
SEATS ON SALE
AT LEARNARD & LINDEMANN'S
FOR THE CASINO THEATER.
TAXES ARE
NOW DUE, AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
o
EVERYBODY
ATTEND
S "KING OF SALES," MAY
12 TO 19.

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A luiiirn made door, with ti immini-- a
for $1.-We nre making window screens all

"

ilUSWIIWI

IHUWSUU

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
1 Sooth First Street

S. T. VANN, 0.

401, 403 North First Street

D.

FIRST ESTABLISHED
OPTICIAN IN

Eye Sight
Specialist

NEW MEXICO.

PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief of poor
vision, headache
nervous
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Vann's drug store.

NEW MEXICO

OPTICAL

together, and as strong as
:i door,
for 7 cents a Minim, foot. A
mt.cn ,(,or,
or
that
"ill outhiat any door shipped In here
fiom the cast, together with
s,

fur i,25.
We iiiiiUo tho reetilar
scr
doors tnat nave al:ivs cost,
lie:
ore. $2.00 to $2.2.p., f,T jl .'O.
SUPERIOR LUMBER ANd!
PLANING MILL CO.

BOARD.

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

wholesale
fUJ M
and Retail
REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM

&

M

COMPANY

f&E!

Wholesale

and Retail

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

FREEZERS

RUBBER HOSE

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

GARDEN TOOLS

SPADEs7SHOVELS

5.

Mtirti.sei

o

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

trlm-miiiL'-

t19

TT

SECURE SEATS NOW, FOR THE
wmoiinu,
AT
LEARNARD
6. LINDEMANN'S MUSIC STORE.

RESERVED
SEATS ON SALE
LEARNARD &. LINDEMANN'S
FOR THE CASINO THEATER.

$1.25 to $3.00

TT

tl3, tt5,

AT

for Men

A

SUNDAY AFTERNOON AT TRAC- hark, BARELAS GRAYS VS
ALBUQUERQUE
BROWNS.

KEM-PENIC-

Union Underwear

Detroit TVtt ZTTJTTh
V
Special

"UN

If you want your place well lighted

$12.50 to $30.00

IN-

12 TO

Anti-Saloo- n

SUITS

MUCK

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
9Loru tor snyie, service and Saving

SEATS ON SALE
LEARNARD
&
LINDEMANN'S
THE CASINO THEATER.

T

A LOOK

THEY ARE WAITING TO SEE YOU JUST
SIDE THE DOOR. .

EXCHANGED

Cuarantaad

ROSENFIELD'S,

RESERVED

IF YOU WANT TO ENJOY A
GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRONIZE THE REGULAR
FIFTY-CENSUNDAY
DINNER
AT ZEIGER'S
RESTAURANT TOMORROW.

IT WON'T COST YOU A CENT TO GET
AT THESE SHOES AND NOT VERY
MORE TO OWN A PAIR.

Association Offloa
Transaction

EPH ANT.
AT

DEAL LESS, IX FACT.

WE HAVE AN IMMENSE STOCK FOR THIS
SUMMER
ALL STYLES IN ALL LEATHERS AT
THE POPULAR PRICE OF

REGULAR
35 CENTS DINNER,
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
Reliable Shoe Polishes, In block, ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
!),
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'B
white or tan, loc to 25c. Shoe. Laces, NOON TO 2 P. M.
8,
In linen rr silk, from oc to 23c. Black
4,
grocery store, are sure to bring the
Cat. Stockings, for men, women and
right flavor to all dishes Into which
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Brown and children, from 15c to 5ic, at C. May's
they enter. This Is because we al- children, are In the city today from Ehoe Store, 314 West Railroad

ways procure the best manufactured. Cerrllloe.
Attorney E. V. Chavez, who was at
We find out flrst what brands are re- IUirtaaJillo
yestendlay on legal' liusl-nesliable and personally guarantee them.
returned to the city last night.
It. O. Marmon and daughter, Miss
Marie E. Marmon, are In the city from
They will return west tonight.
Dan Elliott, the trainmaster up the
line, with headquarters and home at
118
and 120 South Second street La Vegas. Is in the metropolis toNo.

A GOOD

nUT WK WILL, GUARANTEE THAT EVERY
WEARER OF OUR SHOES LAST SUMMER WILL
BE A WEARER OP OUR SHOES THIS SUMMER.

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

IIS

MAY 12, 1908.

"

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

RAKES

GARDENBARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

M
M

H

